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,.1 _HOW MANY TOTE FOR VO 
AT THURSDAY'S PRIMARY
PADUCAH. KY.. SUNDAY MORNING. APRIL 28, 1907.
-
THERE ARE FIVE ALDERMEN, EIGHT SCHOOL TRUSTEES
AND SEVEN COUNCILMEN TO BR ELECTED NEXT NO..
EMBER. HENCE THE DEMOCRATS ARE TO VOTE FOR A
NOMINEE FOR EACH AND EVERY POSITION—ONLY ONE
CANDIDATE IS TO BE NAMED FOR ALL OTHER OFFICES.
Many people are under an erron-
eous impression regardieg the com-
a' g primary as pertains to the garn-
er et alclersaen. school' trustees and
seaman to vote foe. Some think
;glob' 01. eireeeitnem •futss aldermen
stind six trustees are to be nominated,
I ibis is wrung, as the denpoorets
to nominate five Illideirosee.•iletwu
dawn, end sight school trus-
tees. these being necessitated on ac-
motet of those elected for *arms not
1
 
.. -llierving Ess1110111111. end others go-
0. 
au.o.ileg in their Plage meld the No-
comber election, whet the people
same the parties an fill out the re-
brander of dm rem for which the
original pastas ars -e chosen.
tbe aldermen arc Wetted at large
tool out from wards and the public
cas vote for only flee 01 110011 oet
of the followersg list of digdifilais:
George B. Boast,
they lisoege. A. W. Greii. ). &AIWA
Away Nieman, Virgil Sherrill. Frank
b. Smith. W. Ja. Hummel sad James
F. Sheik
The conseibase are nowireated
frost warts. Only out Is to be elect-
ed frosts the First ward which has
candidates of C. W. Morrietia and
George A. Hansen. Only see coon-
dimmest is to he nominated from the
wind mood, and be must be from
the NW of aniraats from that ward.
Me James F. 'Dowses an
Graham. Oily eare is to be
ammasated frail the Stitt wards old
Oat P. Lei*. ittlelf„She 20838"g‘
Aiiie he will 'get the ri
Peen the Feewth ward only maitie
UP bit chemise. Fred .1Creutzer and LA
bolas the came/slates. From
l'iorg ward two ere to be noini-
a
lliNI they emu be chow. from
iblwata. TOM Orr, James Me-
nd Urea* Tuttle.,wbo are
Zeb ward's candidates. From theward (rely one ceneshean is
ihe chosen, the catialthes Wag
MeGee mad LitIr Sams.
y 0011 Ara Orates to )se
amedested from the Fkst wart the
enalllates Wise J. H. Myren and
Tann' K. Mom CONir erne is to
selected from the Snood arards tin
aspirants being B. T. %vie end An
Weak Onig am is to be
from the Third ward, tho
being Frank C. Boone and S. .
stead. nom the Fourth ward 1400
edisol trilleteg ere to be atilited. that
wage* 211DVIVISSIPSt.
' • Jenks J ;gait, to.
Moore. 0017 bee is to be nominated "DOWIE II' IS ARRESTED
frogs the Filth weak the candidate'
bap Lurm Disler sad Albert Met. Man
ea* From the Sixth word two
trostees are to be chosen- the midi-dates being Themes Goodman, Henry
tram, and M. 5. Pries.
The terms of the lour ?republican
aldermen expire his year amid demo-
cease will have to be chosen to Ml
theSe seats, while a fifth man has to
be designated because John W. Lit-
ale was elected the first 'Of this year
to so that body uatifJasearls
He refused to serve and Frank B.
Smith was appointed by -the instor
it until Novernber. When the Poo-
pares and, a nominee must be chosen
for his choir, heere this ac.counts for
the two having to he named for the
Fourth.
All the coun-cilnianic eard, will
have to name the one nominee to
take the place to be vacated by the
republicans now in. but who go out
the last of this year. In addition
to this one nominee for each ward,
a second nomination will have to be
made for the Fifth ward, as George
Shelton, elected to serve for two
Yeses beginniag- last January, resign-
ed. sad Rages, Tuttle was named
to sit until November whet; the peo-
ple deriguate whoever still fill out
the remaining fourteen months of.
gilbelton's term. This accounts (or
the extra nonsination (rem that ward.
As there seems to be much con-
fusion among many as regards bow
many shall be nominated, it would be
well for all t.i clip this article oat
and hermit beiore them election day.
so 4 way be used as as autbeuric,
guider -wail present time voters from
Maeda, for too suety or -oat
411161110. If anybody rotes foe toe
MAY Can401111011 their ballot is
&moo ON and they loss their vote.
Tor biteable) only on. Donn -
nee is to be
The polls open at 6 o'clock newt
Thursday morning and c:.,. r at
o'clock in the afternoon
DEAN OF ROUSE OF LORDS
Lord °emir, BMA Peerierels, Cel-
ebrates yids uisè
Lonck,n. April .—Lard Gwadar.
the petriesh the Bennis peerage,
was atinereaven years old today.
He resserkable health for a
years, and confidently ex-
=
flitind oat a centstra. Lord
einem of a very anima
l. than% was only in t
SIN they were raised eo the
Pifer forty yaws Lord Goydyr was
secretary to the Hereditary Great
Cliamberlais
Lord Gerydyr attributes his long-
evity to the fact that among other
things, he inherited a superb esie::
nolos and hoe always taken
care of it, eating and driakiag in
moderate°, and taking Dimly of
 out-
door exorcise He sever toted tobac-
co la VIE.
Lord has lives: in five
s and witneseed four anew-
Vividly be oil) recalls the
Sept of these, that of George IV.
mompeepisig- 
obit* he atteaded es a of so, at-
his in the
WOW, Mete lame. Stith was fon-
d by ellt tithein haertheme livery
ililidattball stairs to Westin:a-
pie at the polls elect the one to serve
the remainder of Little's two years'
term. This accounts for the five al-
dermen the democrats have in select
now.
As regards school trustee. Do*
Watson was elected for a two years'
terns commencing January t, spa bet
refused to sit. Henry Brehm was
selected to fill this seat until Nonni-
bee when the people mune the one,
-to sit the remainder t the two year
-term allotted Watson. A nominee
. for this unexpired term has to be
- ?gunned, and also one to take the place
=. repabilean, artless jean as..
picas the last of this yeat, IP* MK
; iard.
In the Fourth ward George 1.1a-
. Monet was elected to sit for two
- Jeers beginning last January, but re-
fused to serve, and Peter Bectren-
alter
emmol••••••••••
Malting Unitas Claim Appears
at Sterling. III.
Sterling, II, April 27 —A aura
claiming to be Dr. Alexander Dotrie
II was arrested here today. He is
said to be from Dubuque, Iowa.
YOUNG MAN CHARGED WITH
DYNAMITING CHURCH.
Elkton. ley.. April a'.—John Phelps
abed 19 emirs, and a son of a well-
known farmer, was arrested here to-
day on a charge of dynamiting the
Methodist church at Providence, see-
eral miles northeast of this place,
severai weeks ago. He waived ex-
amining trial and was -held to the
grand jury in asoo bail, which he
furnished with his father, W. H.
Phelps.. und brother, J. T. Phelps,
U sureties. Great, indignation was
caused by the deed with whick
Phelps I. charged and a reward of
atoo was quickly made up by cinema
and deposited with the sheriff for the
arrest and conviction of the guilty
party or parties.
Another young man's name is men-
tioned in connection with the crane,
PADUCAH BOYS WON.
Defeated Metropolis Lads by a Score
c.; .lo ti o.
The high school baseball club yes-
tordIV sitgrpoott defeated the school
the from Metropolis by a score of"
to to o, The game was played at
Willace path, the -liee-up being:
Itetropolis—nrown, c; flouts, p;
.krmstrong. i b; Grace, a b; Evitts.
b; Korte, (captain) and s s; Rob-
erts, Morris. EVAllb, fielders: Rag-
land. substitute.
Pliti ocah--Ga lagher, c: Bagby, p;
Yeiser, i b;. Katterjohn, a lo Elliott.
3 b. Fisher. a a; ilailey, Epperhei-
CaVe and Burton. Oehler,
NEGRO SUSPECT IS ARESTED
Pedice me Holding amend Asail-
ant. of Miss Spossegitpt Aiken.
••••••••••••••
Alton, Ill., arril 27—The police to-
áy &rotated a nekro named Richard
Siam and ar bolding hero on suspic-
ion that he attacked Miss Violet
Spencer and slashed her with a razor
on the street last night. ffis descrip-
tion tallies with the description Miss
Spencer gave of her assailant. The
police say they have another negro
under surveillance.
Miss Spencer will recover from her
injured She w.re a heavy cloak
which prevented the razor making a
fetal woond Intenee excitement
toseeeds in Alton and a posse of citi-
zens is 'Ott coder arm..
CAPTOR OF JEFF DAVIS DIES
Dr. (troves.. Civil Viler thergeos,
Pewees Awe. Mass brief Miss.
affurgIssen. Pl. April sy.—J. 0
Genes, oldest physician inthis sec-
tion:Wed today after a five days'
MOON. He had been is practice
liOteolgs bora, Dr. Groves was stir-
genet* ille Ninety-eighth Illinois
efiet.41 Wok! arias; lb. Ova
-not was sistalind Ile
as surgeon the Tenth
"ry in goon of Idliternia lito est
was present at hie capture. '
HORSE AND
BUGGY GONE
Mi. DAVIS THINKS THIEF If
COMING THIS WAY.
Renested to Look for Irby
Hollingsworth, Who Ilea Awn
from Room—Tilts Illetters.
Mr. Davis, of Barlow, yeeterdatotel-
reheated Captain Freak Harlan to
Mee the police-keep a look oat for
lie horse and buggy that had been
stolen, and the then was thought to
ha coming
 
this way with the outfit.
The buggy has a top. and the horse
I. gray.
111141Or
Lath Out for Boy.
The police got a sow distance tel-
ephone yesterday from Mayfield rob-
in that Entry 1.!ollingsworth be
taken charge of lo4. held if fond-
The boy is 12 years of age gt ran
away from hie home in that Fri-
LECTURED ON
EUROPEAN TRIP
REV. J D. BLACKARD MADE
FINE TALK AT BAWD-
WELL MONDAY.
C. W. B. U AUXILIARY
MEETS WEDNESDAY Al2 P. M.
CHURCH FURNISHING SOCI-
ETY GIVES SHIRTWAIST
SALE MAY to
Woman's Home Missionary Auxiliary
of the Trimble Street Church,
Gives Social Session.
One of the most delightful eveniugs
oar people have enjoyed in quite a
while was the occasion of Dr. J. W.
Bladtard's lecture on his trip to Eu-
rope at the Methodist church liondai
eiturieg, says the . Bardwell (Ky.)
News. He has a subject that is in-
teresting, sod he handles it in a way
thee no one could rmist the tempts-
tree to become interested. the de-
scription of the storm at sea. lasting
far two days are *mime which the
good ship tossed neantly. epee, the
bellow., was especially' ietereetiag.
Dr. Blackard visited the principal
cities and points of interest in Er/sa-
llied. Scotland, Switzerland and Italy,
sad be tells of the customs of the
mono people with whom he WM
in tillitact is a way that attracts his
niters to the subject natter.
Ansither MOO* pleasing hater*
of tile evenfilters entertainment wagtier ifirgaic which was famished by our
foal mesiciass. Birdwell can cow-
Eneldete itseU soon having music-
ins east &not be extorted in any
"Mall City or cowls, and ft proof of
tide allegation we have o y to refer
to the programa rendered Monday
evemieg. The maims were well train.
ad issi 011111111100,41 fthe mina
letalehers avas complimented in a way
diet Indicated that it was really ap-
preciated
Mission Auoillary.
The C. W. B. It Auxiliary of the
First Christian church, will asset Is
the lecture neat of the church budd-
ing at a o'clock Wednesday after-
noon, and promptness is urged agog
part of all the members ,
Society Waist Sale.
The Charch Furnishing 'society of
the First Christian church will hold
a skirt-hail* sale May in, but has not
yet 'elected the place to be given.
•. •
VOL. man. Nuataraan•
• tatiroort 
Ti. was held last Thursday afternoon.
As the soperintendent of this depart-
ment, Mrs. Fannie Dunn, was pre-
vented by illness front attending, Mrs.
Jettie Elliott conducted the meeting
and pros- relating. to the
Choice selections from both=
of flowers, were read hy different
members. There vrese several contri-
butions 4f Sorts for the homes in-
vaded by sorrow ant sickness.
On next Thursday there will be a
• mothers' useeduag under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Pearl Norvell, the so-
kerintendent of tits depaitneent.
'.5
DIFFEREV.
1>aa rt."4441.
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METHODIST EDUCATIIMAt,--
CLAIMS MAN BOARDS LEBILACSIgAier
ONE OF THE 114Ciattliiel•
LEGES OF THIS „
LOCATTTC ,
WANTED MULE
WILLIAM LADES TESTIFIED
THAT CATES WANTED
MULE GIVEN HIM.
Prank Fisher Stated He Could Net
Get Cars on Account at RondUe-
ing Them for Contract Mines.
The interstate commerce- conansis-
riots finished its sitting yesterday at
Louisville, where complaints were
made by owners of Wiest Kentucky
coal trines,' ateirardima the *WoesCentral sot ieraislueg enough coal
ears f.a. Ike mines to ship their out-
go-
William Bodes, secretary' of the
Hillside Coal company, at Greets-
vele, in testifying that his company
bed ben discriminated aganst, mid
he order to get cars he had paid bib-
Me to Commeor Sams Cates, giving
him clothes, oboes, tobacco, grocer-
ies and ether artistes *no the asan-
psaVs stare. Wig* Mar salad Ws
for a male be balked and thin lad
-nate trouble in getting cars. **Abe
twirled to instance of discriminate,
is the fitnisbni of cars of. earentl-
tors,
F. M. Fisher, of Paducah, of the
Nortonville Coal comparta, tashiled
that his mines have a rated caizita
of Sao tons daily and that the ' ois
Central has &Dotted him a maximises
of ten cars and a minimum of .hve
ears daily,
'Asked if he knew anything of a
preference being shown to those
mime which have wetness with the
illioois Central, Fisher said: "I call-
ed on Mr. McCabe, the train die-
pukber. and asked- why the service,
wsssobad. He said the roed bad an
it could do to take care of mines with
winch it had contracts and that there
were no ears amulet& for handling
commercial mat'
I WAR AGAINST CIGARETTES.
Temple Israel.
Rabbi Loviscle of Temple Israel,
preaches at it o'clock this morning
on "The Three Pillars of the World",
beteg his third sermon upon the
'Peace- series.
klissionter Society.
The Womats'e 'Home Missionary
Auxiliary of the Thimble street Meth-
odist church will have a social to-
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
tbe residence of .Mrs. J. C Martin
day, wearing ye*low pants, a bilk& of tots Harrison street,
and red sweater, and light hat, when
agelligOrt. Friday 
h several lino IMO*"
night the b waseg
around the Union Snot and nered
away by Specials Kirk, bit it
eras not knowre yesterday morn-
ing that be was the one wanted.
Overcoat Was Stoke.
'A. Ma. MeLsogidin notified the au-
thorities yesterday that the evening
before he left Ws ovrcoat lying upon
a sat on the igooming passenger
totiin from Cairo over the Illinois
Centrral, and when he went to look
for the garment it had been stolen.
It was a short, black overcoat.
Cherged With Cursing.
George Shubblefield, colored, was
arrested yesterday by Officer Jak
Rice on the werrent gotten out for
him the day befole by Ellen Stubble-
field, colored, Who claimed that the
men cursed and abused her.
Dessablawns Charged.
Officer James Clark arrested S. D.'Ilitreadr orielsent has as yet been is- Edgin. white, on the charge of beingsued for him and he is said to have drunk.
left the county. The church was not
daasaged to any toosiderable extent 
. Daughter Located.beyond the shattering of about sew- Detective Baker yesterday located
efltY;tive small Panes of Blass. The /4“. John L Brandon at aoo Soothbath was *mod to nit in Mooreis penalty under the Kntucky law kw Third street, and who was notified• htesd. until not November, wheal the crime of dynamiting a beddlug her mother in Fon - do Lae, Wis..the people aims whoever is to sit the is confinement in the pen teritiary for 'would- like to hear from her, the
• remainder of Moore's two yeara. Pot la term of not less than two nor 'sootier haying whitten 'the officers toV this ward the term of Dr. List ex- more than ten years locate the woman. 
_.e. 4 -
Feast of St. Phiftips.
tkt 10:445 o'clock next Wednea-
day morning services will be held at
Grace church, commemorative of the
"Feast of St. Phillip and James.'
Sunday School Worship,
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon
LTI11011 Sunday school worship will
be held at the Wallace perk school
house, with Mr. N. M. Reeder as su-
sierintendent. 
-
Christian Science.
Services Sunday, tolo a m.; Wed-
nesday, 7:30 p. in.; Sunday, school
9:3o a. in. Hall 527 1 - 2 Broadway.
Pnblic invited.
Seavation Army.
Sunday morning: Fifth and Broad-
sty, to a. in.; Fourth and Boardway,
it a. in.: "Third and Boardway, 2
o'clock; inside meeting at 3 p. in
Fobrth and Broadway, 7 p. m.; inside
MeetingS p. in. Meetings every
night except Monday. Headtplarters
rao Broadway.
West Tentoossee--Methoclist
Rev. T. J. Owen preaches this
morning at the Reidland Methodist
church and tonight at the. West Ten-
ne•cee Street Methodist church.
Flamm Mission Depart:mem
-An interesting session of the flower
mission department of the VT. C T.
Boys Form New Club in Oak Park
to Fight Habit
Chicago, April 27.—In an attempt
to decrease the cigarette habit among
the boys of Oak Park a new boys'
club was formed yesterday which is
to be known as the Triangle Athletic
League of Oak Park. The move-
ment. which originated with the boys'
work director oftho Oak Park Y. M.
C , is bathed by the principals of
the public schools, the management
of the new organizatioe being in the
hands of an executive committee
composed of the principals, tbe su-
perintendents of the schools and the
officers of the V. M. C. A.
A mass meeting of all Oak Park
boys was held yesterstay afternoon in
the Warrington Opera house, 730
boys being present. The meeting was
addressed by W. L
intendent (if compulsory
Ch.eas.n. Cards were
among those pre-ent and :boot
signed pfedc,- not to use tobacco Or
NOM.
•
OLD CLOCK =Rats
OPERATIONS AFTER FIRE
Pulaqt,. Tenn.. April 27.—Mis
Grace chi" night operator at
the ct•ntral telephone office. reports
a •pectiliar nett:trance which happen-
ed the night the court house was
burned The office clock, which bad
been turning as usual, stopped about
the time the fire began and on going
to wind it she found that it did not
weed winding' %tit wks unable to
start it, and it remained at a stand-
still until the fire was over and v01-
1/0terilys remitted its work. Miss
Roller declares that no one frad
touched the clock since sbeatterropt.
ed to wind it.
Another strange thing was the find-
ing in the circuit court room ;tithe
second story of the court housti the
old Bible used to administer oaths.
and which had been in use since 187b.
Practically everything. inthe room
was destroyed, but the Bible escaped,
xcent for fling snaked with water.
Thu Does Not Affpn.rikeviteeisCh
Whereby Paducah, 74%,,Arscitingesre
a Speed Ittatitniatescao .14
L5aser
A deal has 
beenLouts% die betw en ••41 16,
' ai'llgi tlfi-tsealll
college and the Met hodibe eonflfer-
ewe educational board re101178114
cotablisbusents. of a massithoit -OW
lege in that city. The plbilllesseibl lit
Methodist board ate dill- sYthat'
have in charge thi
dollar Speed feed on('Which rola
leges are to be erectill. Ornotr'of
hosed hare visited Padneabh0 look's
hag over the state. N.id,siè.s haI
ever been teached and Mir 'of the
most interested bop 'mete try,* to
get the one of the coat/ger:beer, no..
trounced yesterilly that 'he' VW 'cc-
eared word to abet tilifrete big
Louinalla *a bad ,sotikitidisi_hsetias
whatever with the;projetiWbsidildo
lists colleges overt abialilitelberefors-
Pariecab has1 chances ef bait*as in-
stitution of this chareetetl'ano:n... in-
ed on an enormous male: • arr as
bright, as ever.
The conference eduaffirral
which has charge of •t1s! fond Hae
been so busy with this Lou'irs;lo
that ;t has not had time to devote
any attention whatever the
past six months enthe pro a • lee
eating three smaller hi
Kentucky. When Falls
City matter of! their , ftiesettlo-r
will he taken op, saIr• F44.- I
Wal Iork hard to seebreltLbf ose
. or
Sthe e4i tba. Times- . =11 
'A contract was
tween the trortestr'a
Wily of Louisville
education of the or.
sec*. M. E. eliarek' if/PqPie
rd of educatieu
eberch
Let oelsjirr
esett
sity of e t4Niillskflkint
which they, be ill Aire alsittistetimei
fain schookO 'ei'rr.à .itthlre
univerdoy. .These *eh
seperate from the C elf
of Liberal Arts of the me
will be under the control uni-
versity. The religiose ow'-
ever, may name thtii- res.
subject to the Yine• t the
trustees of the Uotiverilfty Mc RIOS-
• • • soi *es—
"The university will tbe ;;;Ivo-seo-
tariati is every sense: 14r telt 11. as-
der religious influence, a+ has eleveye
been the desire of the t •The
contract with the, twee at
hoards also providis that tiftweitiver•
sits may enter into a sidolat ewe-
tract with the Baptist charehu ertsith
has raised conditionally a large
amount of money to establish rtarce
university in Louisville, The deal
for the consolidation ot the Baptist
project for a university neigh the oth-
projects is .- poir etudieg. Dr.
Gatti& gave mouistain land --Vatted
it Uno.ono for chi. purpose and Theo-
dore Harris gave to the Raptht.firr
$100,000 in money on jechtition t111'
an addltional $qnoonol.je r.
•
"ON
, Bit
be 'ale kill-Oro
MILK MAT/feta:.
No Conference Held on Account of
Scarcity of a Quorum.
<
The board of health filf the el!),
last Monday stranger r a'
 eon -
ence with the dairyns17'.
the city hall to seer' 
'
could not be bettered 
big things clean aro
and improve coach 
At the appointed Jl ste
many milk sellers weli anct it
the city hall, but 
bitiortni
the health authotitieseshoilled up, o
no meeting could bealieldte-et
The dairyrnen there were. Cla e
Russell, W. Y..Griffalo L5,V. C
R. A. Russell, W. H. Gr fee, J. B.
Cooper, B. R. Smalley. •B. Writ-
ers, Henry Coleman, Bat4jei Bolos
W A Clark and tieviral
et.
•
4,1
4.
•
•
r"
••••
41144•4444-- 44;;41,4
4. -4 n.
. 
,.e.4o..gootholeseneteboorm"-s-e- .
ITIE WEEK IN
The final gathering of the Maga-
zine club until next October was
held Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Charles K. Wheeler. of Filth and
Kentucky avenue, and was a tnost at-
tractive affair with this charming
bonen, many interesting features
being on the program
Doors, the business session Mrs.
George C. Wallace and Misses Hel-
en Lowery and Anna C. Webb re-
ported upon the year-book to be fol-
lowed when the /dies resume there
gatherings next Mabee. The out-
line provides that instead of the club
women studying from sixteen period-
icals next season, that the number
he reduced to eightt those selected
being Scribner's, literary Digest,
/Roth Anaericau Review, Cosmopoli-
tan, Outlook, Century and Itarper's,
Another change made wet that oa
resumption of the sessions, only six
reports will be suede durieg the
=redoes, instead of twelve as here-
tofore, this making it so that each
member presents a topic once every
two months instead of monthly, as
in the past., provisions being made
that if the member nmot be present
to report on the periodical assigned
her, a substitute meld be in attend-
ance to do so. On roll-call the es-
sponse* will be from "Current
Eveota," and the'esew year-book will
be published immediately, The book
will be in the club colors of Rola
and white.
After dimpling of their business
Thursday, the ladies indulged in a
literary session, Mrs. Hal S. Corbett
reporting from "Pley-folk," as taken
from the Saturday Evening Poet;
Miss Minsk Ratcliffe on The
Growth of Caste in Asnerica;" Mrs.
George C. Wallace on "Lite as I Have
4
Seen It, a+ taken from Ella Wheeler
Wilcox's writings in the CoonoliolD
tan; Miss Amu Webb on "A De-
scription of the New York Cathedral
-St. John the. Divine."
Mrs William T. Gould of New
York and Mrs. Mande Blanchard of
Boston were the ont-of-town mimes
present, and following the reports
and bushiest; the guests indulged ,in
a de.e.-)on.. coarse luncheon.
resmnisig neat fall the -lab
holds its initial session the first
Thursday M October with Mrs. Pis
C. Boone of South Sixth street
Barrele-Worts.
Mist Myrtle Bieck ad Mr. Joseph
.'Albert Warts were married at'
eickerir Tuesday alteration at St.
Frances de Salm elessreh by Rev. Fa-
ther Jansen, rainy friends attending
the ceremony, at which the pretty
bride looked very sweet and attract-
ive in white oripeedy and a white pic-
ture hat, with a beseuet of bridai
loess. Armen. Iffmard Wertz and
Finest Emdert wire the inhere, mid
Chat evening fro*I twill midnight
the happy pair esteetained with a
chamois. *Miriam reception at the
residence of die bride's parents, I.
mid Mrs. C. H. Illseek of goll Broad-
-way, assay friss& calling to reused
their hearty enegratelations to the
popular Ofa.
Quite elahogate was the delicious
Ihischeon serial dories the eeeeing,
white and green feria the colors
predonsinatiog. Miee May the
couple will be it home to their
friends e( is Jackson street.
'The Traveling Mims."
Psdarahane have in stene for them
one of the finest of asnaleur attrac-
tions oi the appropehing presentseiou
of "The Trairefiag Man." which is
one of the catchiest and most enter-
taining prodekthwo ever preuented
by beal talent It will be placed be-
fore the pubic the evening of Miry
so at The Kthosciry for the benefit of
ehe Charity Club and the Humane
Society text rehearsals are beieg cent-
nattily held every few days by those
who will take part, under the direc-
tion of Mr. Boyle Woolfolk of Louis-
ville, who wrote the play and ha.s had
great success with it in the many
large cities presented.
The best talent Irons among the
proton:eat young society people of
Padocah wilt aid in the prodaction.
the leads being taken by Mrs David
M.. Flournoy. lessee Nelia 'Hatfield
and Marne Dreyfuss, while the oth-
er features have been corefolly ar-
ranged, and a most beautiful per-
foessance vrill be presented.
•Those in charge are Mrs. Geo.
C. Wallace general manager, with
Mrs. Cook Husbands, assistant; Mrs.
Janus WeiNe chairman of program
committee with
field assistant; -Mts.
official chaperone;
Kinney chairman of the ticket com-
mittee, and Miss rlirabeth Sinnott,
treasurer.
Mr. Woo/folk talus the leading
male role of "Jim Dandy" -nd sells
steam radiators, while the o. aiming
four drummers teking iediyi4pa& parts
are Meext. Riekaid Nog% Tflilliam
Braseltop, Eevret Inspegns and Ba-
rnett B beeg*. • Reddiek Wed
Reddick and Douglas Baelby are the
coon potter, bell boy and clerk.
Th. skate for rehearsal of she dif-
ferent chdreteee, east, etc; this weak
are:
Monday-4 p. ITT., Pony chorus;
7:so )116. cast.
Tues4ae-4 ek in. Posy Chorus;
S:Sa, east; 7:30 p. as., Ladies and
14a a' Charms%
Wedsteseler-o!Se, UPPen Tr".
alone; 4 is. as.. Posy Chorus; s P. oto
Villain ,Belles, 11111043 7:34 east.
Adattredo-Sanse as Tuesday.y-tosine as Wednesday.
Saturday-oat: a. az, /tell Boys;
p. in. Pony Chorus; 5 p. m.
can; 7 p in., Ladies and Mer's
Clsocuma.
The scene of the play is laid is a
small ton n in Tams in the Clan
House. Belk Claire. daughter of the
proprietor is in love wish Jim fillsodo.
the traveling maa, who sells Astessi
radiators In looking over her mad
to see if he has answered her last
letter she finds a note from him and
also a Moe el:velum addressed to
him • with the nomogram "D. S.*
Belle **aces the ahOwAdlie of the
Daisy Shim Opera company, and
covIndes that Ant IDnody's note is
from Daisy as. Consequently the
writes to the traveling Man say**
that she has been adled oat of town
by the illness of her hither who is
esreY for his health Aber the opera
company arrives. Belle discovers by
corhearimg a coseersition of the
allaaallter and Dolly Snow that the?
ore passing off Dolly Snow for Daisy
Skis% the real star being too ill to
leave 'be last town in which the com-
pany played. Belle decides to dis-
guise hermit as Daisy Shine and to
catch up with Jimmy. Freon this, the
complicaticess arise. The manager
learns that there o another one and
is up in the air. lint Dandy makes
love to both of them, while another
drummer Ms Al love with If
Snow. At the Swale the real Daisy
appears having recuperated and come
in on a freight resin She is in a
Bury when. she beitild some one Is
haPeraollatilig her. Sae. after catch-
ing jinsaier • fortml.o the other
Daisy 4,a4 at last has
to bie Veloosfess the
partihebasplape in order to keep
her secret from the real Daisy and
th manager. They make up. and two
other drummers fall in love with
Dolly Snow and Daisy Shame. The
manager 5s assured of a packed home
for the performance. JIM Deady
then receiveh a telegram from his
firm announcing his election as vice-
president aid general manager. Jim
celebrates the evens and leaves with
Belle for the east.
There are a nomber of minor com-
plications, and these, combined with
the catchy songs and a beautiful
chorus of local belles will make it
undoubtedly a great success.
Both Well Known Here.
Miss Julia Jones and Rev. Walter
Holcousbe were united in marriage
e
April 17 at Carterville. Cia., this,;;B
Pak occurring at the residenc
the young Lady's mother. Min-
itel P. Jones, widow of the noted
remain who died a si$Ort biso 'Po.
path the parties have Asked in
Paducah, the handsc;me and cohered
bride several years ago when her dis-
tinguished father condelgted Ilia last
revival at the tobacco weakest* on
Broadwar Dr. 'Holcombe bad is
successful revival at the Broadway
Methodist cluirob several years ago,
he being a widely know* evangelist
who mate May Pedoceb friends. 
He was, With the late Roo Jones
when the latter was sericken dead on
a train 'entering Memphis.
The Delphic Club.
Mrs. D. A. Yeiser presented a fine
paper on 'Cinuevair at the Delphic
club meeting Tuesday morning at
the library. Mrs. Elisabeth Austin's
paper was on "Begets" and that of
kits. Frank Beemard on "Castelier."
Mn Maw., jtegrat reports op "The
Royal Mime at chit week's sesi
glensifid -IiSldra F. Davis on
Pabee end Royal ram-
lead Club Enterteised.
Mn and Mrs. 0. D. Schmidt, of
lchia laidevard had as their
watery alisaday tonging at a chew
big affair the social club of the air-
man Lutheran church. lifusio-und
game wine she goatee sit softie-
went • and daily, eilleadllimilits were
seined.
Those in attendance were Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Humenell, Mr. and Mrs.
William Rotipseisig. Mt. and firs.
Otto Gross, Wand Mrs. Fritz. Miss-
es Fred% Dembeir, Josephine brofes-
new Katie Wm, Niamom.,Stel-
is Keller, Elsie ikewistkee..Ilattie
Dasher, Messrs. Glittlieb Rost Jobe
Birth and the Rev. Mr. Bestra. '
-4116o
Ilasertaim for isoliorers.
Some erelong this week the Fp-
worth league of tbe Triable street
Methodist church will give Its enter-
tainment for the belt alike 
nese sufferers. It was intieded to
present the beaatiftil program last
Friday cremator in* a pompon/vont
was taken on anment of flea circus
being on the adios:tint armed, and
accesinoisg much turmoil and noise.
Popsies. Couple Wed.
Miss Jennie Depew and Mr An-
drew Orris were united in wedlocit
Tuesday evening at the Kentucky
memo Presbyterian church parson-I
age by Bev. J. P. Meaty, it being a
meet *lair with so animism% and
Maseseed only by the isemediste rel-
atives. •
Very pretty and dainty was the
youngbeide, who is 011.tramsdise/
Portlier girl,
 and a dalleitihr Jam.
Margaret Unibaugh of Smith Elev-
enth street
Ma. Davis is a rained atetedlie of
die RliodeaBerford estabaldissest.
and together with kb happy Willa, is
Metalled at Sixth and Nona* *tete,
where they are keeping Won.
Laiseephic Club. •
Miss Mary Scott reported on "tur-
ret= au be reeetiog al theclub Friday anarDillag
with Mte Masseke Hills of Meth
Ninth street. "Tonere mei His Plays"
were told of by hem Katharine Pow-
ell. and *be "Life and Dramatic Art
of Steephen Nullips--Faoia and
lermwesco," by Miss Elizabeth Stto
nett.
The numbers proved very entertain-
and during the gathering the
Itiambers selected Mrs. Heory Rudy
as the hostess for the May sessions.
J. K. Roberts'
325 Broadway
We have our stock complete and respectfully
Invite you to visit our atom and see for your-
self the many good things we have to offer
We give below a few of the many bargains to
be found at our store every day. Read these
prices then come to this store and and you will
be convinced thay they are bargains
Lease' Hose.lass illtipts the
psdr 
 
 'Sc
UAW Belo, latest
etliee tek ssc and yec
Ladies Ribbed Vests, Tapenock, good
quelity . toe, 3 for sec
Ladies' Out Bias
Vesta it. s foe sot
Mm's Belbrigem Shine and
DriMerb. 134 or . ..em a Snit
Men's YAW* Lido Stine sod
Drawers. pc or Slam a Sok
Man's Foie Madras Shin% a ssc
value, our price 
 Soc
Men's Fancy Half Hose, good
*nudity iv, 1 for ssc
Moe% Fancy Half How, f vii
quality 
ea hob belle Lisms..fimo Wee
spality r 
 
Vic
311 inch India Liles, a bargain toc
ss inch fine Rimbeoidered Swiss that
mils everywhere for asc our
price 
 t
19 inch Lifting Silk gray, ma.
bimit . 
_apt mink 4o.
Weft,we wW Mier a mall lot yi
hob Peresie, light ceder at. pr yord
The newest things in White Goods,
we hove doom at 
 110It. 30C, 39C
36 inch Waist liens
at eSc. 1.9c sod So,
111i. eeei.'• progress is as follows:
I. Current' Topics-Miss Frames
Wallace
a. peruse*/ Shaw-Life, Dramatic
Atm "Caaidida"-Mes. David Flout-
3. Non and H;ii Drains- 'A
Don's Illosse"-Misa Whitehekl
4. Club study.
The Crossom00. Calk
Very atinotere was the miscellas-
ease Peleirelle leleeelleml dewier the Zroseesdila bal ad11"111114tell ire told elf by MissThursday af- ,
she Newell of II"'
wee .The chasigimetimmical pregnant* has
I. opera. was ore. been arsempid foe peemsdatiim dm-
Mae Frederick wirdie is* the 11.11"1"A
The Siteg'of the reestimi. See elee
played by Ws. Mos INK Itteceired fee Neil%
Way 9 the deb we bel& kis final Mrs. Join U. Robeson of the
meeting for the siminter. while on
Kay 13 Mies Newerl will give a so-
cia/ affair in remembrance of the
dogleg gathering.
The evening of June sth the deb
will have Mr. Lieblinig to appear be-
fore them at the Wastes', ebb midi-
barium if the balding is ready bit
cocupaacy by that time. He is one
of the most noted and finished art-
North
of the
seated by'
Cochran Oats, at Ninth and Monroe
eaten, received from 3 to s o'clock
Friday aftemoos, complimentary to
Mks. Marvin Love, a Wills of Jack-
son, Teas.. who Medi Bet beam* is
visiting Ms's Radial* 1=2:
wedding tour Many
and met the charming yogi" Ostrom
(Coiselmesd on Page Seven.)
hits of she country sod will be wel-
comed by a laws sedieses.
—4—
Paiscak Chissisr. D. A. IL
The regular May enniting id the
Damoliers of the Assetieem Raman- 
•'W 
-.S.. aosoloosodedoo 
 
of thee.demi veil be held Friday elliessoes
oak Mn. is. IL peomseir. of who bare bought kodaks from us and
Plaii sod Jr, gel& taa we at prepiered to do their sirs &-Os Lolls /sae Presolde 'The
Illktiokass lisreolosisa boos ass 118.- vskili.111 old *WWII we
 Alive Mai
611.4 Candamdel arresiosnagitn wilt Nes Seeldee
NEW DEPARTMENT
Grief. who has had bag aweless,
in photography, to coiliset dile de-
portment. Mos developed and OM
aide prompdy and at a epeeist price.
Leave Elm at
next day,
Note and get diem
M'PHERSON'Si
Drug Store 4th & Broadway
Agent for Eastman Kodeks and Huy-
ler's Candies.
OUR AT MAY SALE
_WONDERFUL STOCKS, BIG ASSORTMENTS. IMPRESSIVE VALUES. CONVINCING PRICES, ALL COMBINE TO MAZE THIS THEGRREATEST MAY SALE TN OUR BUSINESS HISTORY. IF YOU DON'T OBJECT TO BUYING RELIABLE, HIGH-CLASS MER-CHANDISE. MINUS HIGH PRICES. WE'LL BE DELIGHTED TO HAVE YOU STEP OFF OF BROADWAY TO •PADUCAH'S BIGDEPARTMENT STORE.
A GREAT MAY SALE OF MIL-
LINERY.
Evryttaing that's new and correct
in shape, color and effect NO each
completeness and variety of assort-
ments are to be found elsewhere to
Parhacab. Hundreds of stylish Hate
that ere perfect dreams of beauty,
have been bought for this great sale
and priced at special May Sale Bar-
gain Prices.
BARGAINS IN LADIES' SUITS
We begin this Sale with al-
most astoundiag segues in Woomera
------ --
stylish Spring Suits Monday.
$8.41,5 secures firs Silk Jumper Suits
Monday.
S6.es takes $12.50 Panama Jumper
Sifts- Monday.
99.OS takes Women's Si s Suits
Monday,
Stseo takes $18 and Sas Suits Mon-
day'.
Sta.00 takes $25 Suit Monday.
flatoo takes $cs Suits Monday.
DRESS GOODS.
A Great May Sale of Dress Goods
Almost everything new and of merit
will be found here, for this sale
priced at prices to make it to your
interest to buy here.
Wonder,* _values in Boring styles
at 4c for, this sale.
Next to Marveling@ are the values
at 5.3c. 59c, 89c, 73'. 89 and 98c a
yard.
Stylish patterns at loc and 15c to
aid you in *signing sand making
handsome castanet'.
LONG KID GLOVES
FOR THE MAY SALE.
This Kid Glove Sae .begins Wed-
•
nsMonda
--
nesday, May set. Whites. Modes.
Browns. Grays and Blacks-Se.so
values. May Saks price $1.59 a pair.
LADIES' BELTS.
Specially priced for the May Sale
at 56 IOC, 55C, 35C. 35C and sOC.
LADIES' STOCK COLLARS.
Specially sited for the May Sale
at 1,5, tOC. 150, 20C and sic, worth
double.
CLOTHING BARGAINS FOR
THE MAY SALE.
You get the beat and you'll alwaYa
--- —
pay less when you buy clothes at
Harbosieh.
Many. excellent Spring Suits are
specially priced for our Great May
Sale, worth coming to see. You'll
not be urged to buy against your
will at Harbour's.
600 pairs of Carter's celebrated ft
railroad overalls bought for the May
Sale on which we will save you me
a pair.
Harbour's Department Store NORilTatilf THsqulaRrDe irSETRomEEBriroadway
4
7
1
1
1
3
Ii
or-*.r
41
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Vote
For
FOR CITY TREASURER
COL. J. E. POTTER
The leading madiftes har the Democrat* nonsiaattos for lifficTur 01
:Poestalt. Platform: 111poiew Deir for all. endereament of all lame aid
•Mmeneipel ownership of eraterweeht and light pleat. Fri/wry May a.
COLUMBIAN KNICIHTS.
Big Illeetiop Will Net be Held Until
nsetiose in tom
N. pew date has lima asigmed tor
the big meet* to b.,.1 j4
 
bete
by the Kaa ef Colualleas. at which
hate a dpsa of demo fifty evidisiates
will be aditted to the body asot the
degree wen he followed with a swell
Issamset that *rental.
The Kaipeis he *tended to hold
*he namallieth melba April 15. hut
there eiffiteelle-tifSdkan mailers ise-
cessoatittriSPIN10001111111‘end 'hes
then she w had Mae
to get together and (ix the new date.
It will hardly net*, before the rid&
efe of yet*. thoitgh.
•
AIR SHIP EXHIBITION
AT CAIRO
Sunday, April 28, 1907, 3:00 P. M.
This is the chance cf a life-time to
re in operation the most wonderful
invention of the age, the marvel of
the scientific world. A trip back and
forth across the Mississippi river.
Auspices Central Labor Union
A GRANO EXCURSION
SUNDAY, APRIL 28
Beautiful Steame J. S.
Boat Will Leave
Paducah, 9:00 a. in.
Brookport, 9:15 "
Metropolis, 10:00
Mound City,12:00 noon
Returning: Leave Cairo
Fare Round Trip
Adults, 75c Children, 40
75c " 40
SOc 25
Sit
SOC 
44 25
at 5:00 p. m.
JUST FOLLOW THE CROWDS
 ..._4011111111111.11•11MMIIMINIP. 
„.. 
SPORTS
Primary Thursda.y May 2
GUISESIPIL THE FAN.
Greata game ecs bitia
Wen boss he do bum. job,
Peep go vase an' himst call
"You da lem; you bigga rob."
Every vacant lot has a team of
young White Sox thii season. -
It is said that Mike Donka wiU
play in Chicago with .11zistly" Calla-han** Logan Squares sins entimer.
Dementia, ott- thelbenclia" Mana-
ger &Gamins,- whets the other fel-
lows are making the Cardinals look
like a heeeoop in a cyclone.
"Honest John" Aadersoo of the
Washington team, has the "wicked
eye" this seams and when he steps to.
the plate tho fielders start to move.
CO11111111••• Ohio. dab, her
new pffillatetamenet Upp. Of morn
it is ep to Um to be op to *Mid 110111
not go op in the air when the Win/hitters are up. Git up.
The witch.* are still after Pat Flids-
arty of die Boston Nationals. Ha
lost his first game to Phialdelphia by
6 to 5. The same old one-run loser-
If the New "•-•rek Americans tad
the Whiter. Seisil staff. But
whate the atom
Outfielder Mil Piday played
Mee ball we hikitrat sideuralles with
itilheChimpo Wilts SeaBonet Keats:male art pig*
to the largest wows the Soo* Sad
grounds have area ia yam.
'Kitty Breasfield of the Philadel-
phia NatWest' is is great coadition
this treason and hitting the ball der
keeps.
Ilse Lincoln Western Lmtgue
has a button' by the mem of Zackert
and Zinrata. Sands like itage
names. Perham; the, think -Durk?'
Holmes is Maim, a circus.
Joe Dire eprw the first game foe
the New Mt Americans.
Plitehte of Cleveland loaf
the first and woo the second geed
he pitched. Ile trap agehist the Ddl.
trait Tigers bilk ernes.
Gemge A. ltetf, the new massager
of the Bosom Ailleedelal. emit. tar
Ft Wayne in 'Soft. While Meg
baseball at the University erase*
Mr ME bnilogIbt am each *gram ei
joke Ste, dial PRAM, Beebe,
Re
' Hainan sod flindbach fpr
kr. Es and 'Palheetiong. 
tb.Nationals.
Cleveland and Detroit scribes havejoined the pile drieing squad It's
lbe old, old story. Stith elation the
largest baseball erteedence--that is,
they call it attendance.
Don Mcleod wants to get, track
the wreWhne game. Frank Caleb
might use Mn, in a few of those fun-
falls and give Fanner Bowe. a
telt
DATTLK FOR RELAY H
Philadelphia Swag of Great low-
Athletic Meet.
Phdadelphia, Pa.. Apra ay —For
the tbirtesidh time the selected ath-
letes of colleges and schools tbrongh-
mat a large seetioa of the Onion!
States Deed up on l'ranklin Field this
afternoon to ittrire tor bimodal! the
animal relay caramel enter die pus-
plies M thet Uteranity :of 11411111•714.
Tapia. Year by year the initilleyof
coaltstatts has represnetoit rued-
rally every important school esot' 'dl
the Mitsissippi river, with a
Mg. of. men from 'beyond that point
and Canada.
Besides the Big Six of the Eastern
universities there are a large number
t of smaller college. represented, in-
cluding Brown, Syracuse, Amherst,
William*, Wesleyan, Dartmouth and
the University of Maine.
The University of Michigan .again
head* the Western delegation. which
is lamer than ever before. The Soo-
the-Tyr representatives include tams
front Georgetown, University of Vir-
ginia and other strong institutions.
The programme provides for three
races to determine the college cham
,pionship of America. One is for a
distance of one miles, each mart to
run a quarter mile. The second is to
be four miles, each man to rim a
• mile. The third is to be a two-Mile
race. Each man to rnn a half mile.
Ninety-Fifth Birthday.
. Washington, D. C., April 27.—Gen-
eral Daniel H. -Rucker, .father-in-law
of "Phil' Sheridan and boyhood
chum of Sherman, si.A!! be ninety-five
'years old tomorrow. 'Gen. Rucker
bas made Washington his home for
many years. He was born in Belle-
ville. N. J.. and at, an early stage en-
Iistbd In the army and served on the
frontier, being a great frithd of "Kit"
Carson. He stfver tflostigbotst the
Maims war, as Mil al the dal War.
•
FRANK A. LUCAS
The candidacy of Mr. Frank A. Lu-
tes for the office of city attorney is
arOtMing considerable interest, and
bin chances of maces' are seemingly
bright. If he should be electe41 the
people of Paducah will have a two-
fold guarantee of good service, the
first arising from his well known, ex-
eeflent personal character, as a man
of honor and probity; the second
comes front his wide and varied cad
pestence in the practice of, and gis
chase 'indication to the study of le-
gal whence. That both of these solidimmolations is shown by the high es
in urteasahlpiro wld.cit*ta ou record.is held by the cons-
umed MO ly at tad the recds of
,tba of Kentucky
On being seta yesterdey Mr. Loma'
stated:
la, merits and . I have
"I am tram 'solely es
UWed ;II UV Mt yams, aiddo pot Wiens there is. &moat in the
city who can say that he any dealing
with him I have not tweeted him
If I am elected to the office of city
attorney I propose to panne the
same poItzy that I have always per-
seed in both public and Private al(c.
that is, to give to the *ties of the
race esy ability and to treat every-
body right. The oaf, Promise I haveto make to anyone is that if I m
elected to this office every one may
rest scattered of a -senate dear at
my heads. I Waled for a Mitt es
locceettat of Me law, so that she
guiky may be punished and the hi-
eocent protected."
Read' "Lights and Shadows." a
book by a Padneshan. Price soe.
START FOR ROME.
Delegates to Sunday School Coeval-
tab Left Beaton for Swope.
Boston, ass., April 27 ---A coutin-
sr of Amarica's leireatost Sundayjeo1educaflons, pa:=, left' this
port o ily meat, S 
eimatehip Rotten* en routs 410 
where -the party will anted the fifth
'WWI Sunday School convention
which is to aneroid, in the Italia
eallatTi on May ii. . Because of the
Verge nember of Await-so, who ate
to attend the gathering it has been
fouled secesary to charter two ven-
iaha especially for the ose of the Smi-
th" tail*. siess. In addition to
News 0111 Ponsense about
aoo delpsiMp, IA depart ON the
orearmAlp Milme leering New York
today. At Mom the two companies
will meet, reateighe together dewing
die conveatiosiait tours about Rome.
The cortreedias in Rome is expect,
ed to tat the largest gathering of its
kind ever held. In additioa to the
leaders in Sunday school work of two
minttnents there will be present men
and women fresh from missionary
fields in nearly every costume of the
tnie•ionary world, for the convention
will, in large measure, be a missionary
Sunday school convention. Arrange-
ments have been made to bold serv-
ices in a number of the Roman
churches and a monster demonstra-
tion will be held in the ruins of the
Coliseum. the largest ampitheater in
the world, and seating between "ono
and 5ouno.
tear W. Whittemore
tstate p
Paducah Real getate7Western Ken-
tucky Perms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for It. Office Fraternity Building.
1111)0/.7f W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
a*. ET. •
Nonnestrove
A BARGAIN
New 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765
Or Call at 318 South 6th Street
iKe
American-German
National Bank
Capital 
 $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . . I 00,000.00
Stockholders' Lia-
bility 
 230,000.00
Total . • • . $560.00m00
Total Resources:. . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. T. Bradshaw, J. A-
. Patter, C. V. Rieke.
fliampaaa. President;
I41. L. Addles, Cashier.
Bayer, Lock P. Kolb, H.
Masco* Bornett, Geo. C.
T. J. Midas, Vice
-Pr.;
GLOBE BANK Ite TRUST CO.
Capital MO&
Sanaa' 
$100.000
$34,000
Interest paid on time c'eposits. Prcmpt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
0. W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
6111111•10- 
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titer the republican general COVUCII
Wag respomsible for the -deficit oi
$45.cem at the close of zoo& bet when
ehr News-Democrat attributed Owens-
boro's shegtage of funds to mnnicipal
ownership we said "If
--mind you we
used - the word "ift—if 
-4Isie he trite
about Owensboro, will the Nesve.
-ilefirtocrat please eimiaiss why the
ity 
-of Paducah begin Igo., with a
deficit GI $omoor And further *Waft.
'If. Owensboro's defieit is due in
copal. ownership, is is but rea-
titinalde anst fair to charge Padncah's
4,6tit to corporation and liquor darn-
joitleo,. This 
-was merely applying
the ge.ws_oe„,...,3e. -casoning to
Velt!ctii. 4ls°-
• ' TIC 'Nesse-Democrat attempts to
4.! ik appear that we are attentip-qo shift the responsibility from
!, the iertbileans to the corporatons,
end then illustrates it with the fol-
lowing:
, has put himself in the place
ahother historic disturber of the
r race, who, when he died,
$3-no
, Months 
Three Meath*  135
One Wesit   .10
12r to receive this paperreport the matter to
Also at once. Tale-.
shone Plad111011114 3tS.
Sunday. Keening. .April .I9In.
MAKING IT HOT.
The Psducah News-Detnocrat, the
organ of the whisky and corpora-
tion interests, incidentally pays • tri-
bete to the ability oftbe Register
to make it hot for that gang. That
sheet credits us with a reputation
for warming things up so eaten-
.11Vt that even the devil himself seems
to be of the opinion that we can dis-
count him when 15 comes to making
things hot. We have always had
reasons to believe that The Register
has made it rather hot for the whisky
gang and franchise grabbers, but we
had itu idea that the effect of the
blows we have delivered in. bebalf
of temperanct, good government and
the cosmos people had resulted in
that crowd awarding us the palm
in the natter of raising shed, as is
made manifest in the little illustra-
tion used by their organ is its ref-
erence to us yesterday.
A few days ago when an Item ap-
peared in The Register in regard to
the raising of obisky licenses in
>Owensboro. the News
-Democrat ino
weediately pablidned an article saying
that the empty 'treasury of that city
was doe to municipal ownership. As
nothing had' ever been said by any
mempaper or person about the short-
age ht the funds of that c;ty being
dine, be the fact of the city owning
Its water esti light plant, and the
Net:Demeserat eioasming to -attri-
*bsefe the scarcity of funds to than
fort. in oar reply next day we mere-
sielliied thatJ Nums-Densoorat'e
theory of remoniair to Parlwah by
saying and asking:
"Ancor ding to the News-Democrat,
a corporation- aeon, municipal owner
ship is respeittellele for the depleted
tireasury atCatedhoro. If this is
true about Oisteneboro. ,will the
News-Denvolord.please explode why
the city of began the good
Year af lifrif: thdicit of Forty-
*ve 'Thauma1 bonen.? • • • The
corpmvitinr4katalisate Paducah and
sonata S, ie'leMy life out of the coin-
ournentd *tip of this we had a
deficit. of Uplift for im* but the
"witch-anon organs do not attribute
than feet to the corporations. Oh,
no' Ilt:t 'because Gwent/bozo owns
Vt a let ant thlist.alfint, and happens
to have no- mooey to pay a month
s..isslaries, the corporation organs
at on  attriltMe- those coaditioas to
Th11111141 oenseeship. If a deficit in
a city :mewing. it, public utilities dons
sated ky a whisky ring is S but 'yea-
sonahle and fair thatthe deficit of $45,-
exxi in a city dominated by corpora-
tions ard the whisky interests should
be chdteratile to corporate and whis-
ky domination."
sought admittance to heaven and was
denied. Then for company's sake he
went ro the other place and demand-
ed admittance. Old Satan had heard
about the fellow and through a crack
in the door of Hades said: "No, Jim-
my, you can't come in. You would
not be here inotethan half a minute
before you'd start. one of yotir muni-
cipal ownership heating plants. I'll
just give you a chunk of brimstone
land a torch and let you start a little
h I of your own outside."
As the News-Democrat is the organ
of the whisky and corporation in-
terests, who are in the devilish busi-
ness of wrecking honsan sods and
robbing their &Sows:len, they are
undoubtedly in a position to be most
eacelkut judges.' of a newspaper's
sheol raising qualities, and we hear
it from their organ thee we could
make it hot for the very devil him-
self, which we take as a compliment
and a badge of distinction. Ever
since The Register has been establish-
it has had 'no hesitancy in mak-
ing it hot for the devil and all of his
alles on earth and especially his
lieutenants in Paducah. On general
principles we would'nt go to hell if
we couki, and more especially when
we hive reasons to believe that it
is packed and jammed with people
exactly like many here in Paducah,
who pose as respectable men, when
Ili feet, they are at the bottom of the
major part of the devilment, misery
and woe with which this city is af-
(skted. And if it is all the same to
the News-Democrat and its crowd,
we will hang on to that chunk of
brimstone Ind torch, and keep up a
nittle inetitetion of the hind indicated
here in Pid'aciah, for their specie
benefit, and in order thee they nay
become fully acclimated before go-
ing heam.
A Ward to dm Vetere.
craducah Baptist' Messenger-)
Before the appearance of ems May
issue the democratic primary la be
a thiet of the poet Format* for
the voters there is no confusion as to
the issue. What each candidate steeds
for metes to be well and generally
known. The time has come for the
moral, lavrabiding element to resent
a solid front and stand as one man.
The lawless and vicious lay suds
petty differences to secure a cOnOnon
reran. They talk about, work Jar
and invest money in their candidate.
lodement weather and business en-
twine never kis* thaw from the
Dona They seo to *bin; voter
friendly to their casididate a casts
his vote. Shall we do less thee this?
Reasember amend peers will elapse
before this opportenity again presents
itself. Now is the time. This is a
favorable hour. As a true patriot
cast your vote, no matter how great
the sacrifice. Use every stem of
yoer power to help enalsved Padu-
cah throw off the shackles of ram.
Vote to save the boys and Orli for a
splendid citizenship. Vote to save
tbe dimes sail dollars of our wage
cankers fee the legitimate channels
of an honorable commerce. Vote.
and by yaw vote say every. office
holder that stands hand in glow
with whiskey and winks at the vie-
latices of the law, "your doom is
rie sled."
Again we would caution every
voter who has the welfare Of the
city at heart to investigate the rec-
ords of all the candidates who are
to be voted for at the primary elec-
tion "Thursday Educational _ballots
are _now .beitig distribeted and it is
an easy matter for emery citizen to
ascertain how the various candidates
stand on miestions of public interest.
In the list of candidates for general
cometl are men who are most pro-
nounced corporation tools--they
towards being
We. have always said and still say for the people on any question what_
I
make no pretens.ons
ever and in our opinion they not
aboyg selling their votes. It is not
necessary for a man to be in a pub-
lic office to be a full fledged grafter.
A grafter is one who is always look-
ing for a rake off on any and every-
thing he may do for another. fib
will pose as a pub/lc spirited man
and one would suppose that he -is
putting in his time boosting for mere
glory, but it finally creeps out thot
he gets a rake off on everything he
does. In fact you can -take a few
dollars and boy him on any side of .s
proposition. Being purchasable it: is
his ambition to get in public offiee
where he can use his office for his
own personal gain by favoring those
who make it to it's pecuniary interest
to do so.
The good citizens of Paducah can
name the next list of city offitials,
but they roust get together and pull
together. The whisky element, the
gamblers and the irrimoral class are
wilt be dominated by that element,
the llama will not ba enforced and
graft will be rampant. The Register
has ever stood on the side of law and
order and all it desires to ate is the
affairs of this city, in the hands of
honest men. Every good citizen can
ad in the good work. It is to. WE
interest to do so both in a finaycial
and a- moral way.
1
The Kentucky board of health
should follow the example of the In-
diana board in regard to street vend-
ors and others protecting the edibles
!they offer for sale from dust, dire and
insect& The follow order is being
enforced in Indiana: "No nsanufac-
.
toter, dealer. render or *Per Per-
son eliali expose for sale or exchange
or sell any bread, pastry, confection-
ery, shelled nuts or other 'food so
prepared-that it is ready for consump-
tion, .unlese such food is peoperly
protected _from insects,. dust, dirt
and other foreign or unsvhole-
souk material hy suitalble cov-
erings.' The state chemist has
.imaged a warning to such vend-
iii has issued a warning to meth vett&
ore to observe the order or a fine of
So" will be inflicted on all who fail
to do so.
united and if they can wig site, A ts ".!! " u
11 TODAY IN HISTORY. N
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APRIL all.
1758—James Monroe, fifth president'
of the U. S. born. Died July
4, 1831.
1770.—Capt. Cook and party landed at
Botany Bay and named the
country New South Wales.
1789--Matitry of the Bounty.
'851—Admiral Codington, hero of
Navarino, died.
1839—Ainwrioan ship Pomona, irons
Liverpool to New York, wrecks
ed; 386 lives lost. ,
1865—Sir Samuel Cunard. founder of
. the Cunard lime, died.
1800—Eithtmo killed in railroad ace
dent near Hamilton. Out.
i 1893—Grand Central Theatre. Phi
' delphia, burned, and la !iv
! lost
i 1895—British naval forces took pot 
It
session of Nicaragua!' cost°
house at Corinto.
t806—John Hays Hammond and
seciatee convicted of high trea-
son by the Transvaal govern-
ment and sentenced to death
OW—Disastrous flood at Guthrie,
Oklahoma.
1906—Stage jubilee of Ellen Terry
celebrated in Loadoe.
The candidates for the democratic ,
nominations are coming deem the
homestretch, and the races ettll soon
be ended. Let the voters Op their
figuring and :hinting now, and vote
for none but good men.
Every voter in the democratic. pri-
mary should have Ks certificate of
registration with him when- e applies
to vote.
-,
Nrampapers and $idintreleace.
(Nashville Banner.)
The New York World, set as aril-
cle concerning the arrest jai New
York of the wealthy PinledelPhia
merchant, named Gitahle, charged
with a serious offense, the gravity of
which was increased by the.stersept-
ed bribery of the arresting officers,
lays stress as the -ettnarhafele fact
that all reference to tho incident was
suppressed by the - agillifisme:rs of
Philadelphia. not a 'Me agegartse re-
garding it, and that Philifillphia au-
thorities attempted to prevent the
lain ha Fitiladelphia of New York
pawn containing the news of the ar-
rest. The World declares that the
Philadelphia papers, him saPpresaing
this news. "were riot concerned *Oat
public morale, bee add', about Illee
fact that the ama nadir arrest (and
who alterwarde committal suicide)
was wealthy and influential.'
There can be little doubt that She
controlling emotive of the Phiadel-
phia pftla was to avoid olleading a
very weekby and inflamtial busi-
ems first, or that the isilmace of
wealth and social prestige was so
brought to bear as to cause the
newspapers to yield and depart from
a general rule Wow attesast of a fa-
rowed class. Hat'illie fedi, of this
course anditailliNly dem-
onstrat:drittrite Philadsignia pub-
lic, deemed's* the news; bout
hundreds of *masa& of New York
papers tangibles agetrents of the ai-
fair. .
The Baltimore Nears. commentina
on the matter, says it is of far slime
local interest and "involve* not only
the general mole of wealth nse in-
fluence, but the far wore aorta issue
of adverti!king." Says t laurnal:ae
It has to be acknowl that the
modern newspaper,!. 
pen 
dest
organ of poblieity mid *do* rests
upon a peculiar basis. 'ad*, almost
be said to be a pyre's., Iltimding on
Its apex. It appeats to the great pub-
lic, the hundreds of tisoulaaille Who
form its audience the diode of the
eonanunno in which it circulates.
But. under modern torsditiows, the
enormous capital invested in it and
the lavish expenditure required for
its daily wesintertence ill test upon
the .assumption of asivertLWiti sup-
port. Forest more than • is the
case. for, as a rule, the gnat balk of
its advertising revenue Ili.. derived
from a very small enember of business
establishments. To edfdadrtiery one
of these means a sethat$081101. r 1 loss_„:
to incur the hostility of-any an
then./ la to face the 'pO..çI of dis-
aster. And in thli fat tiiis, the
neeopaper, if it'ialio he, a news-
paper should be.lbas got, ett•te inde-
pendent of the- ,;of these
very people u
pcittfefliat
1 whosnaSopport it
depends. whOse. • WIC hids anx-
j-ous to secisre in -every preoer way:
hut whose. desires it is riecy Odor arid
theft ;Called upon flatly- tia*rehise to
grant if it is to -preserve nnistmaired
it" itidependence and self-jospect. ,
This matter of gensinallniepend-
erne presents two problems which, to
most people. are very puzzling. The
first is: What difference does it
make whether a bit of news is sup-
pressed or not? The answer is that
it makes little or no difference, prob-
ably, in the individual instance, but
-that it makes all the differesce in the
world in the spirit of the :whole news-
paper. You can't compromise your
business vietue---4dt tisiVeits what
this thing is--withont weakening all
;ft
along the line. You can't have the
Saint confideace is yourself, and
cyonadeur rencitaderies haveuree towsanstei
they know that at a pinch you will
make your aditarMi manegmennt .lon
ny particular asbasrviant fu pair
m;:dr abler°144.14 vounefilliat.".11Lailt dal" be:astmagar4.6 e0:eautedittirh:
newspaper afar& to carry owe this
policy? Weal it lase its advertis-
ers, one after another, as time goal
on? Welt-it seems sof. The news-
paper that has a thorough bold on
the public cohlideeed has got some-
thing to ogee*, advertisers that •
worth emery dollar they put
and MOM. `slitna. tight on commend-
ing this groat said, sod yogi wiH Gni
a market foe your wares, If not with(
this maa, than litidt that You will
crieseake she plait to saestasisM Fact
imidtparaseno. and you mae the
advertisers themselves to realise that
it is a policy whir* ought 10 ewlei.
mend Doe may tbsir respect but than
good will. It requires sew back-
bone, sad it requires mate dna, to
"fight it out on this lien.* hat it is
not v Quixotic coarse, as there is
every reason to believe it SO be ser
sound in business policy as it is col.-
somas with a satisfactory ideal of
immanent
TELL OF CAPITOL GRAFTING.
Talelmaieg at Hassiskeri Thrift le
Carnmeian
Hamishorg. Pa.. Apra s.—State of-
ficials were cailed before the inves-
optima committee yesterday to tes-
tify as to whether they made resting:-
tioas for fardhare perehmed by the
board of Oldie gam+ and halid-
es( and the Preaneyhatais
s of lobe H. Sanderson & Co
Coastrueshm eolumay of Marrietta.
Pa., fee the-sew anieml.
The purpose of the testimony of all
the officials was to show that their
respective department, hrtut been ap-
plied with metallic furniture by the
board without it having been re=
toned for, as required by lair
suggested they had hem ,suppfled
with more furniture than fhey had
use for.
Clark D. Pond. of PhilaielPhia.
snbcontranor under Payee &
contractors for the sheet metal work
in the attic of the capitol under a
special arrangement with the bawd,
trtified that he was paid Itaa.946$ for
this work and that Payne had dm*
eel the abate $36,70g.
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NEWS IN BUMP. st
iltUtIttattattanatinVOISIS
—W. H. Toting has resigned his
position as fcireman of the I. C. round
house at night, and goes to East
St. Louis to become general foreman
for the I. C at that point. G. W.
Ellington is acting foreman here and
will be 'selected for the place per-
manently.
--Contractor and Mrs. j. M. Rouse
of soos South Third street have a
new girl. _
—The Chord) Building trociety of
the •Pirit Prethyterian church meets
at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the pastor's study. The lesson is the
rob and Toth chapters from the Acts
of the Atioatlei. " •
-Many strawliernies, home-grown
were on the stnatilt4t yesterday.
--The early morning paseriger train
due here from Memphih 'over the I.
C. -yesterday, stopped ,atst in time
to prevent crashiqg into a tack of
crossties put on the tracks at Rives.
Tenn. tSomeore had tried to wreck
the train.
--Many children were at the li-
brarryebsy vsc .8wterdayoo .rn,iol  iby nto the
address 
"Shakespeare ar.d Plays."
—The I. ,C. is :-.ter,ring to build
a new depot at Liols Cypress; where
the old one'Fro voashed wheo the
wrecking car jitioS.,,t the track and
crashed into the -r.:.!! structure.
sesame stes # try # se st orssuissamitatir
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Muslin CT aenvear , a
. a toTHE EQUAL OF WHICH, PRICES AND 8114.111.RhAli. CON- .ti
SIDEREID, CAN NOT BE EQUALLED ovrirs-ctry. ' )is
THE MATERIAL OF WHICH THESE GOODS ARE MADE a
HAS ADVANCED FROM s3 TO 33 PER CENT. IN THE LAST ,ilt '
a am MONTHS WE PLACED OUR 011tratit. !WIT SFM-
• IS POE THIS SPRINOT DELIVERY, 110/101121Y SilletIL4
la* AT THE OLD PRICES. IT is ma', "IMPOSE u
AND PLEASURE TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS THE AD- M.
CONDITIONS BY THE '`ROYAL" FACTORY, OUR OF.,,THE4:
LAROEST PLANTS IN THE EAST. WE DON'T d**
VANTAGE OF THE LOW PRICI011 TIRI4:. INOCURZ •
PIECE MADE IN SWEATSHOPS OR UNDER UNHEALTH- U
THIS LINE IS MANUFACTURED UN.DER HEALTHFUL* '
It
FUL CONDITIONS. U
THE MATERIAL USED IN THE CONSTR
8
N OF *
THESE 'ROYAL" GARMBNTS CONSISTS OF FINISH..
ED LONG CLOTH, NAINSOOK AND
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE PRICiit GOWNS 4:
a
THESE ARE MADE IN SEVERAL DIPPERS:NT 'IITTLISS
AND ARE CONSTRUCTED WITH °A PURPOSE Ltiblalso
TOWARD COMFORT TO TIN CHILD AND OONVEKI-
ENCE TO THE MOTHER. MIT ARE COOL AND COW
PORTABLE. YET Van STROWO AND DURABLE.. TEM
Butroms ARE PUT ON wrrs TAPE MAXIMO IT ALMOST
IMPOSSIBLE TO BIWA* THEM OPT. THE PRICES OF
THE DIFFEREMT GRAMS ARE sec. yec AND mc.
Matt
a
es
it
WE ARE SNOWING A LINE OP-
Ladies' and Childrens'
50c, 7St, ygc, Stan St.ss 11141 St.ts, &keg 114.se, . LADINS
LONG SKINT& SSC filc. $eel kao, 104 .114.0.
ETC. THESE SKIRTS ARE ALL WELL MID
ARE MADE FULL. MANY OF THEM fifet41.6DFILP GRAD-
UATED LACE FLOUNCE&
LADIES' DRAWERS FROM asc TO plc.
CORSET COVERS ec TO Pk.
A BIG ASSORTMENT OF SHORT SORTS AND. ;HEM.
ISIS.
WI HAVR A FEW LADIES' UNDERVIZAR BETS COMET.
ING OF ONE GOWN, ONE CORSET COVER. ONE DRAW-
ER& ONE SHORT SKIRT AND ONE LOINS SKIRT TO
EACH SET. THESE ARE SPLENDID VALUES, $E I id 0
MADE OF VERY SOFT FINISHED MATE/R1AL AND THE
TRIMMING OF COURSE MATCHES THROUGHOUT EACH
SET. WE HAVE THESE AT 116.9y, Stones Ilut,g0 Ala alarm
A SET.
Children's Uncienvear
YOU WILL BE SURPRISED AT THE AMOUNT OF
MONEY AND SEWING YOU CAN SAVE YOURSELF WY
BUYING YOUR CHILDREN1 UNDERWEAR HERE,
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF INFANT'S WEAR IN-
CLUDING LONG AND SHORT DROSSES. GOWN WAISTS
SKIIRTS AND DRAWERS.
ALSO A GOOD LIVE OF CHILDREN'S AND MISSES'
0OWNS, DRAWERS ETC.
WE WISH TO CALL THE ESPECIAL ATTENTION OF
MOTHERS TO THE MERITS OF THE "H. & W.
U
Waists ft:a Boys and Girls
is
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407 BROADWAY
PLUIOS TO GIVE AWAY
At prices and term' that will make
yogi wonder, when you have sees
end beard them how it can be done
Most of our commeres do not ask
us how good a piano we eel, bat how
chlop and hew loos time w;
give. By increasing the sine of the
payments we can reduce the edit
aceordiegly, hence will not lel new
pianos for less than $8 per Month.
liereaiter; and male the inducements
in the price. This payment has ref-
erence to our cheapest pianon. Our
cheapest are good, Our company
makes no piano that they will not
guarantee seven years. We can give
the strongest reference, for quality
and durability, front coostorsers us-
inst.—them in Paducah If you wish
the finest we would be pleased tc
show them to you. We have been
represented here more 'then a quarter
of a century, by men of even longer
experience. Our experience end rep-
utation should entitle us to your con-
fidence. If you want jewelry you go
to the roost reliable house to get it.
You do not know the quality, so you
ly to furnish you. Pianos like watch
want sorter one on whom f On can
rely to foolish you.
Pianos like watches sometimes
have showy cases and a cheap move-
front, est fiction, They should not be
selected from apnearince sicme, the
number of pedals. or inside attach-
dente, these do not add to the qual-
ity or durability of the piano. Buy
from it dealer who can show you- the
iistricacys in the action arid explaiti
the diffisrlence, iand advantage o3
one has over the other. There are
a ounsbee of salesmen in the country
that du,u't know when a pianei is out
of time. 'Acre are dealers looking
for the liheapest piano, to
regardless of quaky. They
uses value such plume as three
four hundred dollar% but "being
it is you" have
for two IsVitelLialikeltre
leather and fen :tack Kerr this irs
mind 110hirig peeitpelliam t.r corn, in
and we will iteplail.
D. II BA.LfeiVIN & Co.
DANK DEFAULTER IS INSANE,
Cashier Leroy Ware
Kay End live in
of Ottumwa
Madhouse.
°nitrate*. Ia., April 97.— Troy
Ware, the defaulting cashier. of the
defunct Fanners' and Drovers"1/4bank
of Serum., was today declared a
raving maniac by his pleysiztan. Dr.
the cortemunity L. amend that
F. L and it is the
he survives the delirious into which
he was throws nt discnv cry of
his shortage of nearly Saoo,0000 he
will end the balance of his life its
an insane aryleen.
Since the discovery of the shortage
by State Batik Examiner ifehned
Windsor, Ware's condition hat hoes
bordering on that of a ORM isinallt.but it was not' until this mein** thathis conditioa mistreated t bewe ts ial*,
nt evert- met,* the at . 0
skims
Another important, develo
the day was the filing of
ment snit against Harlan
with two other men who.
are w*.thheld are being lie147
sible for the recovery 9f uplifted"
S60,0oo said to have beta
from the bank tinder coat
bank will be placed in the
receiver next Monday he
Windsor ad the
obtain at last 30 per cent
•
'14
••••
•
,
Vcsomomnisee,. 01,110 0-
JUDGMENT F 0 317.47 suulistsfuniusinuall
Wirt' SILK  SUITS
VOILE SKIRTSe11. ea.
TO SHOW HUNDREDS OF
PtOPLIE IN THE MORNING
Silk Eton and Sern;-FitUng Jackets
will also make a feature in the show
of pretty dress apparel.
We still have a lot of those
$11.99
Suits that will be on sale
TOMORROW MORNING
Eleven Dollars and Ninety-n i z e
Cents for a pretty Eton or tight fit-
ting suit in Panama, either in solid
colors, stripes or checks. These are
suits that always sell for $16,50,
$18 and $20, but for a ore day sale
we have named the low price of
$11.99. Sale for one day only, at
41,
44
r'ADUGP:
312 BROADWAY
BROUGHT HERE
FOR TREATMENT
MIL J. S. leDaGAN. 1111111110111.
CONPIMIED AT RIVINORD111
- 
111011PITAL.
Mr. and Mre. L. Reber Slowly Ins-
preying from Isjorhs Caseed by
Acci.new0thar AfOrtg.
lir Y. S Morgan, of Beaton, was
teoegits bore last events* antigiseed
In a private ward at Riverside beepi-
tal for trsataseot of urinary troubles.
oPIMINIMMIlleinerr 
He was accompanied hem by Dr Vaal
Salley Thew=nt is 73 rots ot
age and a own mast if that
d. ' • •
Mk. Aum. the tobacconist, is
rim:atbe est ether • twe-ireeks• towwith rheumatism
ase-kers. L Reber are slowly
improvise at their home on Clark
seer Ninth street, eine they have
been confined for several day* as a
milt of *juries repeived vre the
erreet.ear etre. *Mr boggy, whole
they wets *fig along Tennessee
street, tad pitched the occupants
frees the rig.
Itra Alifth Sorge, maim in the
mese critical condition at the rod-
&nes cf her parents, Giesel and
Mrs Michael Griffin, of Mirth Shah
near Speedway She was sperskiderS
two wee*, ago at Riverside hotp-
ot).
AGAINST RIGLESBERGERS
GLOBE BANK o.ND TRUST COMPANY RECOVERED THAT
AMOUNT LHAT WAS DUE ON LOAN—JUDGE REED EMPAN-
ELS THE PETIT JURIES TOMORROW. AND TAKES UP THE
TRIAL OF CASES BEFORE HIM—EVIDENCE SHOWS HOUSE-
HOLD GOODS AT REHKOPF HOME BELONG TO WIFE
AND DAUGHTER—DIFFERENT TRIBUNALf3.
Hon. John K. Hendricks *pedal
jushnk Yeaterdol Saint *Amens kw
ite1/4317-47 in favor of the Globe Binilt
Sod Trust company against Joseph
Mit Fria ifisakalmegees it being leis
getion -Wherein the financial instil"-
Win rod the Riglesberger brothers
for money the latter borrowed of the
bank.
On giving jiplgtiwne the special
judge 'then consolidated this actiCre
with that of the Globe Bank and
Trust company against Phoebe Rig-
lesberger and other heirs of the late
Frank iRiglesberger. In this latter
case the bank is suing for about $23.
000 claimed due on bonds eseentrt1
by the Riglesberger interests to liner-
antee paymtlint of a $45-000 loan.
teal thousand dollars of which liar,
h,'ert paid off,
Judge Wilkens Reed empanels the
' ,astit juries tonorrow morning and
t commences trial immediately of the
r different suits coming op for disposal
during this term of court.
Attorney Album n Barkley, guardian
ad Nein, was snot* an alloussoce
yesterday in the suit of Weeks
agaiqst Weak..
Siegel-Rothschild 'were given judg-
ment for goos.us :irainst J. D. Sow-
ers, the jewelers, the money being
due for goods sold defesdaott by
plaintiff.
There was referred to Mader COM-
alissiosier Cecol- .Reed to take proof
Of skims in tb• suit of William
Leonard against Mania Leaser*
leasiknrpt Cate&
Referee Ruby of the
coon yesterday dismissed the petition
***kept isdividwal pro-
of Telltales A. F. 44 1k
vrbeircie the trottee Sought
in have tensed over to lum the house
forniture and r4feets at the Rels-
kept home on Washington between
Fantle sod Flies streets. Evidence
*owed that the household effects be-
longed to the wife of the bankrupt
and tar daughter. Mrs. J. Earl Wal-
t,: a• beam this property could apt
be. thrown into the trustee's hands
to be sold and the money said in
paying 41 the creditors of the be*.
• 4111Pree Waned an order
Ii. the sale of property by 'frus•
ate C. Parsecs of the J. If. Hel-
ios honhaispt proeediag. In this case
the referee ',erected the trustee to
have emit' real estate surveyed. its
order that it can be put up for saki
shortly.
Oin account of so many matters be-
ing brought before the referee he
did not have time yesterday tis de-
cide the point where the American-
Grams Nadi:null batik is dab:4w
B4t.000 from the estate of the E AG&
kolif Saddlev company's bankrupt
estate.
Pedalos Not Ready.
R. J. Baldry and W. IL Bryan
wore not reedy to file their it*
yesterday in the comity ci
that a thirty foot public road breve,-
od thronugh the farm of Robert C.
Potter if the county. They witl lodge
I.
the dicument sometime this week,
and the court will their pairs in it.
Property Sold.
Property on the North side of Jef-
ferson street has been sold by Henry
Burnett to E. W. Whittemore for
$1•00D and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the ciuoty clerk. .
Henry Carroll bought from A. C
Eaten!' for iSoo property on West
Harrison street in the Fouurain perk
addition.
Licensed to Many.
Elie clerk sassed wedding licenses
thr IhIlowing people: Willie
:".:istris and Lana D. Conway; W. B.
inchester 'and Virge Outland; W.
I.. Wickoff and Kate Rives.
KILLS HIM SELF FOR HIS DOG
Pathetic Story Back of the Suicide of
an Aged Man in the Woods.
Scranton, Pa., April 17.—Back of
the *amide of Fred Volvo, a farmer
of Cherry Ridge( uriao hanged himself
in the woods near hisltome, Is a story
of love of great depth in the heart of
a man for his faithful dog.
It is a ttoryipt a man's .apprecia-
tgook of a dog's life of devotion and`
of the Man laying down his tife
the altar of Seat friendship. Rover
always had a series of wags of, him
tali aid joyous balks fcfr Isis anisette.
The dog appeared happy when with
Volger. and the master always show-.
.4. similar 'echo'. They were great
"climbs."
Volger's son, who was told to bring
lipme some bread, forgot it. Titre
eras but one loaf in the house, and
gia father maimed on prise a ;bihr
share of that to the dog. A quarrel
between the members of the fIy
Mowed. He tossed most of the
bread to Rover. Then the quarrel
was renewed. The men threatened
suicide. He berried toward the
woods lie threw a rope over the
.if a tree, placed a twos*
yenned his neck, and jumped off the
box uu which he was 1121114bag•
FREAK COLT HAS SIX LEGS
Jesse T. Henderson is the owner
of a freak colt that has 'ix legs bat
no tail. The animal has fbor form
legs and two hind legs. The" extra
pair of legs are shorter than the
others and do not tomb, the ground
Ilse colt is two days old and is in
good health It was bone on Mr
Henderson's farm near Gleason.
'Tenn.
rei,Ple irons aa over the county
are flocking to the Henderson fart,
to see the freak —Fithoo 1.sdet
•
Ilisatiost in Michigan.
Graod Rapids, Mich., April 17.--A
special election is in progress today
in the Fifth eceigeeesional district of
llichigalk to Slt the vacancy caused
by the eketioa of William' Alden
Smith to the senate. The election of
the Republican candidate, G. J. Die-
Aetna, is genteelly expected.
u PERSONAL IfENTION.Its
ts ts Itt it
Commonwealth's Attorney WI. 0.
Heater, of the First judicial district,
was is the city yesterday.
afro. 'A. R. Boone and Miss Ruth
Myles of Mayfield, are visiting Mrs.
Job Well of Jefferson street.
Mrs. Clarence Miller and daughter.
Miss leave this week for Mad-
isonville, Ky., to visit the former's
parent',
Mks Lou Herring has returned
from a brief visit to Metropolis,
Mr. Joseph Reselidi arrived yeAtes‘
day from Louisville to spend Sunday
with hie family. He hoes back to-
morrow to this Roller City where he
maintains headquargers for the big
company he Manages, and WhiCh Is
building many towns in Oklahoma
and that territory.
Mr. Charles J. Abbott, wife and
child, have eeturoed from spending
several weeks in Louisana.
Mr. George Rappolee, the corn
king of Livingston county, in the
city on business.
, Sheriff John W. Ogilvie has return-
ed from Frankfort and Louisville.
Mr. Isluscoe Burnett left yesterday
for a trip to Louisville.
Mrs. Frank H. Rieke and daughter
leave .tomorrow for Montgomery
Ala., to visit the former's sister, Mrs.
Sayre,
Misses Marguerite and Jaanie Mc-
Kenzie of Jackson, arrive this week
to visit Miss Myrtle Decker.
Miss Zola Cobbs is in Chicago to
attend the opening of the mid-atun-
seer millinery, and will return next
Tuesday.
Mr. C. I. Eerie* of Memphis. has
gone home alter visiting his brother,
ilr. Sensor' D. Eccles.
Dr. Richard Walker has returned
from Virginia' aid may go there to
locate. , •
Mrs. I. N. Harmon and daughter,
Miss Louise, of Pbris. Tenn., are
Visiting their son and brother, Mr.
,C. If Harmon of South Eighth.
Mr. J. W. Hart is excreted the
last of this week from California
where be has resided the past year.
Iffises, Caroline Eva as yesterday
went to Brownsville and Paris. Tenn,
to suit-
Mr. T. If, Ptsryear
to Clarksville, Tenn..
•Mr. It D. Sete and
to Marion to Sins
Miss Mary Geott goes to Nashville
this week to visit.
Mrs. David M. Flournoy and child
have reterned from visiting the for-
yesterday went
tovisitatwile he gone
E. S 111
SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair
25 cents Per Jar
J. D. BAdON
Pharmacist
7th & Jackson St
nier's sister, lirs. Herman Nettle-
ruth or•Louisville.
Miss Made Chenault of S.ii
is visiting Mist Kate W.
Madison street.
Miss Manic Gaster of kiarrisburki,
111., has returned home after visiting
her aunt. Mks. S. S. Richey.
Mr. If. Earl Eavey and wife oi
Kos* 0. are visiting Mr. and tar*.
R. S. Van Loon.
Mrs. M. T. Ritter and e.hD4ren
Murphysboto, Ill., are visiting the
former's parents, Mr. end hfr s-
Michael Knowles.
'Mr. Mervin Lore and bride of
Jackson, Tenn, returned home yes-
terday after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Jells U. Robnson
ledge Lawrence Anderson
here yesterday from Mayfield,
/teat. Oscaiersierd. Hank re•,irneri frmayid
Mr.
MANAGER RESIGNED.
George Ehisore Resigned t'Ia
as Manager for Western
Union.
!tanager George B. Firsiore of she
Western Union Telegraph caraway's
local office has resigned hss position
and today goes to Memphis to look
into the deities of traffic_ chief for
the company, the place hevistp
offered him, while he has also bih
teriedered a place in the sesers1 opt.
iatendent's office at Nashville. Me
does not yet know which be will take
Manager D. F. Sims of the
r
ot, Tenn., office comes bore shorty
o be meager, the officer being tees-
, porartly looked after by Mr. R
1Todor of Nashville.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & -MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE eilt-a NEW 743- 326-28 S. 3rd SL
SHORT TALK WITH YOU
Our Light Vehicles are
constructed o n scientifi c
principles. The carryive ca-
pacity at every part is tes-
ted by experts, which in-
sures correct proportion
together with comfort and
sandy to the users of our
celegrated vehicles.
••••
!WHIMAtol
1111
Morgan dIN Wright Best
Lubber Tires are used on
all of our vehicles, all put
on at our own house. You
do not have to wait a
week for your vehicles,
but come to us. We put
on all kinds of rubber
tires.
J. C. Rehkopt Buggy Co. Inc., 212 Broadway
The House With a R.ecord 4,,Is sold more Buggies, Surries and Phaetons than all competition combined.[]
,
I •
° •
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WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
BCCaUSe It irons arnothly, not
roiok.
&toad- .
The bletton holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly aud with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is mew
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy youreell by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone sco.
EXCURSIONS
n rt UtrUitttittittUUUUX
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and beat eXCIXT-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
•
It is a trip of pleasnre, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leave, each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. so.
Woe other information apply to
JAKOB KOGER, Supt.
PRANK L. BILOWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATIO
ON THE RIVES.
ROUND TRIP TO.
Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage. Sotto: Unineitoll
Ticket, Ss.00, Meals and Bents
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
outy of hve or over. $t 5. each with-
out meals; $2 on with meals,
od noose on all the boats For
further particulars see
8. IL G. P. Lot
GIVEN PO City Pass-
caner Agent. .Phase 33.
H. T. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, egti; (Mice, 3ss.
V. K. Hendrick. J. 0. Miller
Win. Marble.
' HENDRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
Practice in all the comets of the
suits. Both phones 31.
(Rooms t. 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 I -2 Broadway, New Phone ego;
Old Phone tell'y R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation
. and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Schmidt,
krchiteot and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building
Old Phone ag$-R.
PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLivk•&
M'GREGOR,
Lawyers,
, OFFICES: Benton. Ky.. rear Bank
t.. of Marshall County. Paducah. Ky.,
rue Fraternity Building.
)
New Phone Ira. Old Phone 4$4n
- 
ADVERT:5%E IN THE REGISTER
•
4 & AND C.Iti RISULTS
INIM 
aaaaanaustipittamontsMAN IN st THE RIVER NEWS. u
IS HELD OVER
LEROY CRU'PCHFIELD, COLOR-
ED, TO BE INVESTIGAT-
ED BY GRAND JURY.
Dave Kim% Colored, Also Held To
Answer on Money Charge.
Court Notes.
Leroy Crutchfield, colored, "W:12
held to the grand jury in lora bond
by Judge Cots, in the police court
yesterday morning, on the charge of
stearog two diamond rings forms the
jewel box of the wife of Mr. Green
Dale, son of Proprietor Bud Dale of
the New Richmond hotel. The (flu-
ky is charged with grand larceny.
Dave Kivell, colored, was held
over in $too bond on the charge of
collectimg• money belonging to Mi-
chael Bros. and appropriating it to
his individual use.
ik tine of it and costs was assessed
against erLsnses Neely for being
drunk.
Eimer Taber was fined $S and cots
for junming on and off moots( trains
in the Minos Central railroad yards.
For being disorderly, John Lane
oas fined $ao and costs.
StitUUttUUUUUSSUI2 Litt**
WEEK'S CALENDAR
OF SPORTS. U
U
aaaanaaaanaanaa flU
Washington, D. C., April 37 --The
NaSipoel Society, Sam of the Ameri-
ca* 3eluduslot4 will itudd its assist
emagmes i* Demer,,,,fgegkes‘g gm
Toesday and contegn*. in amebae
dine days. The easetiag will be at-,
tended by nasty distimusished Naas
from all over the callitey.
Tbe oubeustrine boot tests. for which
the navy department ha' been
ng 
prepar-
i for than a year, are sched-
uled to beim next Tuesday ao New-
port. ft is expected the trials will
last ten days or two weeks, and the
results will determine dim WOOof
submarine craft to be adellibil 167 the
United States navy.
Two epositione are to be opened in
Europe Amin the week, one at Dub-
lin* devoted chiefly to an exhibition
of Ilia industries, and tette second
an istorastional runtime exposispos
at Reedismet.
A hwadsonie equestrian statue of
Geo. Op- one R. Mc014a. wig be
usvalled WS& city imet Teprodwr is
cepewelion with the aimed unietissi
of the society of the Army of the Po-
tomac_
Members of the Mystic Elsris,a,
fliodikide of Blew and
levery section of the coearriliti
journey to Los Angeles to lake esti
in the animal widow; inwelave 61
the order. Afi intikatieus point so
an unusually large attendance.
Haw Grimes' lardodar.
Galena Ill., April to.—Followng la
custom huttesuraled many nary
Gaksa held as able cal
r Of
1*.idethihr tt.m.rar."*L
A liege dlegttitio from' Chicago at
tended the exercises. The orator of
the day was Senator Albert J. Beret-
i& of Indiana, wbo_spoint elolueetilf
of the services tundosed the nation
by the famous WNW Won home
was in Gokas addillos to the
antionsary teconises Senator Bever-
:die and the other distiestnahed
mints attended the laying of the en-
nerearme of the new Felt-Carnegie ft-
boxy.
Mew likeildings at Cornell.
Ithaca. N. Y., April in—With in-
tere‘fing exercises and in the pres-
ence of imply horded guests the new
hethhoits of the New York state col-
lege of agrkidturt were formally
dedicated avid °petted today. Gover-
nor Heallsev, is bahelf of the stale.
handed one the betiding, to Cornell
univereitY and the address of accept-
ance wa• delivered by President
Schurman
SMOKE
000D
CIGARS
Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or di..
moetic—is a good, satisfaction-
promoting smoke.
J;I Othischlaeger
DRUGGIST
EIXTH AND BROADWAY
River Stages.
Pittsburg, to.s. falling.
Cincinnati, too, rising.
Louisvilte, 8.8, rislog.
Eranstrills, 19.3. rising.
Mt. Vernon. 16.8, rising'.
Mt. Carmel. 7.3, rlsint
Nashvige, to otandiele_.,.•
Chattanooga, Sn. "snuk
Florence, 6.0, nand.
Johnsonville, 8.66, rising.
Cairo, ofd.o,
Loslit, 19.4, falling.
Paducah, 17.0. rising.
Burnside, s.4, standing.
Carthage, 4.8 standing.
,•••••••••••••••••
Superintendent C N. Riker, of the
.Vs'est Kentucky Coal coawany, re-
turned yesterday from Louisville,
where be attended the ieteretate coin-
tnerce meeting.
The Inverness got out yesterday,
for the Cumberland river 
-alter tits.
The excursion boat W. W„ leaves
tomorrow or next day for It Louis
to stars her excursioo seen* busi-
ness. She hits been undergo:dyer ex-
tensive repairs here on 'the marine
mrAYs.
The inn Duffy pulled away for the
Tennessee river yesterday after ties
Tomorrow the towboat Miry Mich-
ael departs for the Hatchie river af-
teri_ timber.
Tolley the towboat Margligt pulls
con foriptiss Tennessee river, '
Clerk Dick Sebree of thy of
Nremphis is suffering o at-
e-tack of ragnoss.
Al Rittenhouse is actinglis the,
wharfmastor during the siert Oink
Pilot duty Walidrr has tretrued
from St Louis where he took the
Csry of Savannah. New smoke-
stacks and other intp.rovenwitts will
he made on this boat.
'Pie Dick Fowler came back frosts
Cairo last evening and stays here un-
til It o'clock tomorrow iiroodpg be-
fore deperting on her relater trip.
The Kentucky went to the TO-
nesite river last ?deo 
_hod mewshack agars next Thursday.
The Reacirl comes is today from
Nashville and leaves tomorrow at
noon foe Clarksoilie.
The City of Saha", should leave
Si Look tomorrow. and gee here
Wednesday kerning boiled for the
Tennessee tient
Late tomorrow skin the
Clyde comes one of the
river and stays here useil
day afteronos at s o'clock before
departing on her return to that
stream.
The Peters foe passed down yes--
hate* bound from Ciecionati to
blengdia. and readies the NW City
beamwow night. She leaves *ere
'1.1leeday on her return this way and
ensehm (Paducah next Thursday en
route to Cincinnati
The Ciersetia Lee gets to Cincin-
nati trinnwirose night. keying Wed-
nesday awl reaches here next Sitar-
day on her doers to Illitephis.
The Joho5 lepkins tonne* so-
lidest from Evinuerfile add 'Mpg out
at once on her return that way
The Joe Fowler will not tome net
for some day* yet. her new shift
not being complete She lie, at the
Transoille wen/.
OLDEST ARCHBISHOP.
Meet Rev. John J. Williams Cob-
braves sods lithrthalsy.
Boston. Maw, April 27,—Arebbesh-
op Williams. who has the disdnetion
of being dean of the heirerebp, .tlf the
Raman Catholic church in Ott Ightilled
Simon, both it years of life aid years
In. service, eflebrated his eileity-fints
=
y today The venerable arch-
has spent more tbas 410 yeses
Iof hie life ie the choreic Mesons abishop for to years prtor to his bring
mode an archbishop m years
The Most Rev. jobs J. is
a native of Boston sod all tie
has labored for the adufl of
the Catholic church in d.
He was ordained to the pet in
Paris, France. in ,*43. fin hie teturn
home he was assigned to the ad ca-
thedral in this city as aseietsent, and
afterwards as rector. In tIlso./w be-
came viral-general of the dinette, and
on January o, MK, was appointed co-
adjutor. with the eight of mat,
to Itisbop Fitapetock, where be suc-
ceeded a few.nionths later. he Oh.
!toothy was raised to an nrcideinheb-
ric, and on May 3 the pansies 122
cooferred moths Archbishop WERattis.
In at the long course of TMi tha
he has lived as priest. bishop an
archhi-hop in Benton, the sum at
and devotion to duty have thstoetee
ired Archbishop Williams, and It ha
been- said for many yeses that his i
one of the best governed diocese, •
the country, and that with church a
threities in Rome no bishop in th
'United States ha. so high a standing
RACING IN LEXINGTON.
Spring Illeeting of Kent** A
ciatlos Opened Yeeerldry.
I.exington, Ky., April 27.--Th
spring meeting of the Kentucky rac
inst association opened today an
will continue throtagh the coat'n
week. indications .point to a mitres,-
ful week, and the officials of Hid boo'
are pleased at the prospect's; j!lou
coesigmnents of fast horses :IT -
rived and there ‘til he no lack r
toeterliti with which to the rates.
A total of U4.3s0 in purses wit be
given the amount of th-
onrst- 1-c:r tt1C.
• " •
.+41.4*+.4.4*.solot004.•
. ,
4. I Saw It In The •
:PAPER
Article* Grave and Gay Culled *
•From Exchanges.
+ • • ds + d-
tAllier all it mig(it be better for
Harry Thais to remain behtud the
tsars is %lie Totals* all summer than
to spend the hot suntinet in front of
the kar.s on the "Groat White Why,"
in "Little OM New York."—Louis-
vile Post.
Learning From the Cubans.
Gus Cuban wards cant teach its
a thing or two. Down there they
arm a bawball umpire with altrevol-
roc and the "fans" are so quiet that
one can hear a font tip in the father-
boat "bleachers.—New York flerakt.
Men and Deed Lemma
You know the fine picture in Ho-
user of the dead leaves which fag
to make a place for the young bade.
It is as true of men as it Is of threes;
we have one time and pass away.
Behind, our vanished youth gentle-
sates the youth of others. Our
children's destiny ought not to he
dulled by what there has been in
uns —Res tie ddes Deux hfondes
MEMO
Lively Corpse.
The Padtwah and Mayfield papers
for the past ten days have not only
had Gus Travis dead, but the May-
field Messenger went so far as to
bury hiss at his old house near Bir-
ruinghant. But )1r: Travis turns up
smilingly, as big as hie sod says he
know i: W12 nor so as too* se be
heard it--Benton Tribiese-Dessocrat.
' What Trade Owen a Fanner.
.Nlanidactorers of machinery and
tools for nirigatios ditches. drainage
ditches and other land improvements
report a remarkable and tinparall*
ed volume of bushman. They mist
to a wide demand which is steadlgy
growing rester. They are ichiseit
oith the forebandedsese us* after.
prise of the farmer, who have pros-
pered so mach that they are able to
put much money iota the betterment
of thei property. lb wig not de to
estimate the possibilities
acricuit are by its past or supasure its
future by the records of yens Mods
by. There will be coostest enrich-
ment and improvement and increased
posextiirenes• Meow/tout the coon-
try —Cleveland leader.
Mao as Itailread Traik
Win an old me for Christ and you
have won a wreck. WM a middle-
/wed man, or even a ramie ma, and
yoe base wow a tepidly suorlag train
whose momentum Mist be overcome,
ulnae inachlwery must be reversed.
and for whisk a sew true* must be
laid Wits a child and you have won
plans and speellkatiosto fne the An-
ew train ever pot upon' the rood of
life. Furthermore, you have MI in-
strnotion how to construct it, bow to
equip it and hew to run it without
delay or accident or wreck—Fulton
Methodist.
Hard Blow to Deceit.
There is tmdshecthet takes the
commie out of a 'ffllitw who thinks
be is the newly hid more than to
have s pretty girl ask hem to "'please
raise this car window for use" and
after gruntiog and sweating and
bursting his suspender buttons an be
obliged to amp: "I can't." And
when a atalweib (heti across the able
mem to her relief and hoists the
window with hie little finger and she
gives Mat a sweet smile the other
chap sneaks off to an outside seat
and ear• by the jampitor jetsam-
lihat that be will join the atheinee
clots before he is twenty-four hours
older —Los Angeles Express.
Was Prepared.
A French fleodelehe atlximt•to
find a wife kr a nephew went to a
matrimonial agent. who headed hits
a hst of his lady clients. Roosting
through this he conic to his wife's
name, entered es desirous of obtain-
ing a husband between, the ages of
twenty-441d mug thlety-five--a blond
Preferred. a ting 'his nephew,
he kircrisd 'to eanowace his dis-
covery to his wife. The lady was
sot at all disturbed. "Oh. yet." the
said, is my melee. I rint it
dovesi mow ties Imiere so ig let,0
spring- ea the drrto1ri end we most
prepare for the wo r t.'*- -American-
Press.
••••••
Pelddd Lovers.
Two people will marry in Tewnee-
tee, near Tatesoille. next Aura.
tender onosisal circumstance,. Neith-
er hies ever been married before, and
they are' respectively tot slid ins
years old. When young people in
Tennessee her parents objected 'los
their marrying and returned with
her to. England. He, Mr. J. W. Bur-
den, moved to California. from where
he hot rettrued recently and bought
his birthplace. He is to go for his
fiance and return with her to cons-'
Ode their lives in the old home-
stead. joy to them and long years.—
Septi.t Argtui.
Money in Greens.
Vt'illiam E. .Hogancamp received a
few days stro%a check for $ter7.95 in
payment for one shipment Of spin-
ach, representing one day's Work in
his spinach field. Mr. Hogeneatnit
has eight.auta in sp.nach and he wi
• • ,
For
FIRST-CLASS FITTING SUITS
GO TO THE ESTABLISHED FIRM
SOLOMON
Pricol Tailor
We tarry no stook over-rag this nesog's gpogli!. Copse .swd
look shem Over yourself. I sullidoe Use Not *At told'obets mak-
ens. I guarantee all my suits. No fit, no money. an the latest
cloths in woolens,. etc. Full line of beautiful trimmings to niatell-
Always to be found at
113 South Third Street. Phone 1016.
INSURE WITH
BEBOUT &SMITH k'tt
"Anything in Insurance" v)
OFFICE 306 B WY PHONE 385
514
 411111111
A STACK OF - FAVORITES
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MONUMENTS
We have a its. l of Marble. asamils Oleo MISS-
mints whkh Maw flis beet al and high do.
gree of artiatk mmospams. our milliset wed bewese prised
Menumentei boos as ote atombs,..,simal=as.
to lob tbssid inspect OW
line of aphi.4 and mcwoments hi
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest beet awl geese dmke
line in the Purchase. do Bet* Wed ik
J.E.Williamson&Co
Niattil,Efinger ofts Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH, KY
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late per acre
the largest for a single day's ship-
ment that ha.' ever been received
(tem.—Birdwell Nees. _
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Wits
The most literary of the dry era
complimenting "Lights and Shad.
ow-s." Get a copy.
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ORGANIZER SHELTON OF EV-
ANSVILLE DID THE WORK.
"fall Marts WI* Twelve Charter
smbsip Odione Will Soon
Be Takes In.
4TY PRINTERS TIE WEEK 
the only httnaisats. 11 usher*,
Messrs, Itholaise,, Warne1
, Charlie 'Mete and James Latigelat
Sights; Clarke': * Onm;
socIETy, Miss Courtie Puryear presides at the
I organ.HAVE ORGANIZED!
White embroidered chiffon will be
• worn by the dainty and charming
bride. and following the Southern
wedding tour by the hector pate they
return tn mcke their home at "White
lb,ven," the country residence of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mat. Ed-
ward L. A. Atkins.
Moat pleasantly was Wednesday
evening whiled away by the Cara
Diem club members &t the home 01
Miss Katie Grogan, of Trimble near
Tentb street, four tabio being filled
with happy euchre players and a spir-
ited game played. Miss Maggie Ly-
don captured the la•Voi kat prize,
sod M. -George that for the
getelemen, on a cut WWI Messrs.Jo-
stall Roth and Oscar Grief. The
ladies' lone hand went to Miss csro-
gen and the consolstions to Kies
?dtnnie Pieper and Mr. Joseph Roth.
The game was followed with indul.
gene* in a dainty luncheon served
in the itrikingly pretty decorated
dining hall.
(Continued from Page Two.)
who o a beautiful and
man.
Dairity refreshments
during the ateer000to
NEW Day "At Home.
Odes. Charles H. Blaney, of Clark,
cultured V40-
west served
The printers of the cita err r. betwweea Fifth sod Sixth streets, en-
naiad into • local ef the opoaraph-itecteine,1 l• umber of friends at meth
antothelie .oteeno.oi • flan).• if! ber hospitable
%ere 
L vi
ter tuernbers of Ith-ed•
Oreiblegtetl. ointille. -• tidal VIM
the un' inod emend others will jii
lake on. This will be one of the
miagiseese *alone Is the city ia4 it*
edam, I. expected to be en aid
f the other unioas in the local field.
The folinedaw Oaken were slatted:
Paul Stolle, president; Taylor Richey,
*be president; seen-
tary-tresserer. and J. A. Anderson,
recordists se r els ry.
t ' The local will iota but it
hes sot yet IIISIII.4IPIII where.
the meetings wilt b bat The leaves
bat kw trades hi the city onorgan-
iiied-C)werusboro I DQUIrer.
MAD ZINO II SIETY.
Munich, April so-With Swig ivfp-,
ibis change apparent either as hie
ite physical meadow saws he
ammoded the dawns qi Mirada mew
"Am me ego tits yea Mai Otto
Vida"' milte* ilk. rear
at his Sic oeltejajli yeeralhakksa
never' ono genanda et
f Id castle lie has been
inane sine the seansese
.4 his Itingeben beteg ruled
a egoist yet the nmel-litle is
(; vested in the impleinaitt of deo
sterwmaded by yp and
• W hit 1.1100111 Old serve
imane Maar esillt all outward
id homage sof respect, while
aid all the world know his ot-
e be
os from tilltil ne have h&j
s 
the hint has become ve
ie a position 010 ammo
, mein that this tOclit
limit has Mos fife ohltswe
eatiditicia sisoced4 l
. 
ievo,
He was Iu
as be is sow. '*WVIaid
away, have beim few ant af
t Merano* Hb la totally Mem-
Ma terrible allietioa sod eon.
OA mbeects relating to his im-
aorgersadinge Weans* and
velebility et epee*. Whoa at
Meer his attowimos - have the
t Mk./ preendilap
'hie sow* sift whelover he
Med oted awl solos walling
doe park he has bees dissovend
vim er knee, sad eves
• 
-Molt* wale mink Camas-
bkeaNi4=11. 11141 111
are 
g 
dee nos& will
surd wit& the weans and at
ly edible at the dainties walks his
reeds.
IIISsiodics1 &needs.* and the pby-
Mahe visit kW bow Oew tolow the ophiest that the
Meg may ME lin sway years. bla
*elective images beim eeilenaient
at lobe
IMO heoltime too old
Zmetword to take a keen relish ia
trees. Oleos his favorite
la his IWO* devotions
Sea hem hewn 'Wee great
of tlItrkwitists.  of the
Pia 
hobri 
P., a loothina
ce an bil distracted mind
1 T. LIQMTPOOT,
Lawyer.
Will practice in all oourte of
Kentucky.
bt. w. C. susims,
(Homeopathist.)
Office ao6 Broad'.', Poas is..
Raddelace, Om Broadway, Phone teg
0. ILANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone i77.
: Kentucky.
. A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST,
Trueheart Building.
Telephone 511-R.
PADUCAH, KIINTIMOVE.
1.C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED,
Lawyers.
;N. so. I r Mdg.
PADUCAH, KY.
 *
ALEEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law.
/41oom 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.J. Old Phone 1992.
May Deg "At Home."
Ins. Charles K. Wheeler, of Fifth
and Kernitoky, will be "at 'home" on
May Day at 4 o'clock in the ato-
ll:0On.
The Art ,Departniant
"Famous Cathedrals" vrttl be the
sabieet for dominion at the mem-
tog of the Art Department of The
Woinan'e chit: with Mrs. Edwin
Rivers, of South Sixth street, next
Saturday mousing.
-4k--
High School Shwa
The Pedal* dish School Alin,'
ASSOC garticrii
for'
4 eigc a
audetoriesii *es reel Ilmesslirir.,.yid
ae It tt the ea-01ft *Peng 'Itierlinto
al/ affiliates awe urged to be tre-ein
and per a (bee ;
• Math li• I pretest heir
oa• Wad Crelle'ffing was
bald over Sam abs Aped gatiesioe
It dagaelemeet Waiter
411151111dwg bet an unusually
• Iniermal Mil•1100n.
A very pretty "ba$316:fternoon•
wire that Madera idea
Mrs. Eli G. Dome, Sonde
street. meal* , Is Mrs and
Blase:lard. of Mass., the
charming guest of Headmee• H. S.
Viaills and George B. Hart Many
very happily passed aa enjoyable
-.110.-
Eneertained With Afternoon Tea.
Seem j:ao to t to o'clock Friday
allestleire Mrs Gestate it. Hart, 04
West Jefferson street. entertained
with a charmiag alrannoon tea. coin-
plbudititry to Mrs. Maid Blanchard.
of Bono*, 3Ims.. who I. +denim Mrs,
fled and Iles. Robber* S. Wells.
Very artistically arranged wasake
with plants and Sown end
lac Walesa amid honored guests VMS
to ireleasse the guest* by lire
M. R. Leek Mee. Hubbard
Mee. Edam Rem mi. J. K- Stant
Denver: Wks. Richard Terrell,
Ina W. 5. Milk. Mira E. G. Boom.
. jaws thearbseit. Mrs. Edward
Rebmann*. Mess Viten Veda, Km
Ii. falser, Jr. Ara Lake
aid Mot illisebetli floosie.
Mrs. Jobe WI. IAeths and Nee lobe
Riled peered the tea in thedhileamil
wish the assistance of Ifisibits Ansa
Dradelleer, Mayne Deeyfess, Pones
Terme. lflattla Terrell and flat
lei pail pet _were fardo=
color deem the onsvolier
center sitting tool a roma mirror
with gellibium in blower
iiewilell frees the chandelier were
ribbons reaching to the table
liereete.
alany called dude, the -afteraone
and e hp:red the chinning affair
Dainty eefresemente Wore partaken
of..
...Aka-
Five Hundred Club.
ne Five limbed ebb was ea-
tertained yest mini MISNI•0111 Op
Fireackeey; and aftreetite
Nirc I. 'A! W , W West
gathering for the dui letlita
-11-
School Sam-Cycle.
Aka. Maud Bleahard. of Boston.
Mho.. will give a seing-cycle at' a
'clock Thursday attentively. at the
Whehington beildhag sediligriage, the
money ;derived PIM
merit titling contributed
school library fund. (Or. beeefit Of
which she appears.
Her provider will tosisbt of many
excellent pieces eitti a cordial inyi-
tatiois io eatendad the tab* public
tee &noel, the admission being ex
cadfnelly omit
-a--
Box Party.
Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman yester-
day entertained the ynirrig ladies tith-
ing part in the "Chrysanthandb
!lance" daring- the Pawn. Carnietl
goon several weeke a by the IX
A
04
. R.. olt The K . She liad,
the girl, as her melte a box
witneiat i 1 1' • "7a '‘) I intle"
The Kentucky yeiterilay aftten in.
those present being Misses. Susanne
Dabney. Elizabeth :Terrell,- Emma
Boyd, Metric Weille. Rehear-a Small,
Edith Cope, La Dessa Isemari, Angie
Washington, Laura Torrence. Nosy
Lightfoot, Louise Campbell, .fiess
Gleavtas, Gladye Balling, Helen
Nikade tfolling, Genieve Broyles,
r e e 11 vs 'Perktiwyn, Edit'!" Sherrill end
Helen Burkholder.
-ale-
Atkins-Graham Nuptials.
At tr 30 O'C'IOC4C the coming Wed-
:teittay evening. afiss Elizabeth Ade-
lade Atkin, and Mr David Rale'sai
tiraham will be married at the First
Baptist church, Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son performing the ceremony. while
Honor of Eirthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will.... Jones of
Bridge street entertained a few
friends Tuesday evening complains-
•ry to the forty-sixth anniversary
the former's birth. A fine time
was hear sans party indulging la
ivaried ta. followed with
'
refreshments.
Those there were Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Reisa, of Cincinnati, Mr. ana
5. 'Roes Whliseet . and bens
J•eits. Sr. and 1k. Edward
and La& LisitHe Sehrmins.
Ilearesnal Soo( Itocital.
The music layers of the city were
treated to a arming eces.;eg Tues-
day at Eagles Hat on Sixth and
Broadway, at weillit'dim Mrs. Mead
Blancbard of Boalefill, Wm. !miscue-
al a Shakespearean tal °w-
ar the auspices of Ike lifittioes bo-
wel club die towaiiticrg of
thireami Maas d to the germs
of lablibbliegat by lib moor..-soi in dif-
femme rages Alm reolletiog
nach song. Mrs Blanc:Med seadd
deliver a few explanatory r e-
regarding entseetriaines sec.
rounding the compailiaine. /ad she
showed 'newt( as • labiall artist
admen, voice and dela& ability
Ow of the songs, 'Tell Me Where
is Fancy Seed" is (rain her own pen
and very imaifal.
tHer repetatioa as a singer and
muipmer is . smite easensive in the
East. After the recital she was pre-
'eased with a handsome floral trib-
ute from the cleb The songs ren-
d/Ted were.
Did Me Discouree-Birhop.
%Viso is Sylvia?-fichnbeet
Tell Me Medi is Fancy Bred-
Mrs. Blanchard.
When icicles Hang by the Wail-
Foote.
how, Blow, Thou Whitey Wind-
Dr. Arne
It Was a Lover sad Hiss Lase-
littlrga de klinse-Ownithael.
Come Away Death-Hendiel.
gb no More, Lidlee--Seetens
I Cater aiseht-felrher.
*lark. Ha* the Lab-Schubert
Opeas with Ilk AMo-Sullivan
Where the Bee Bucifi-Surivan.
WEDDING
P RESENTS
SEE OUR STOCK OF
CUT GLASS, MO
PAINTED CHINA
AND
SILVERWARE
I Wanner.
JEWELER.
311:11R0A8WAY PRUNE 53-r
DR. ADE.' k1/4141 HOYEIL,
Moe, 112 1 i South Filth.
Old Phon. 'Ate, 175.
PADUCAH, tilENTUCKY.
No. :mil South 6th. 4-room 'house,
so-ft. lot, $1,35o. Seco cash. High,
dry, healthy, on car line.
No. tato Salem ave., 3-room ell
honie, 40•ft. lot. tillao, half cash.
,:neth 16th st. between Hanka*
:.r.i Clay, new aarocren home. oaken
ko Harahan Addition. $1,450; ;too
e..-, balance $taso per month.
Jefferson street, $goo lot; north aide
loosens isth and 14th streets-
Madison street, Fountain Park ad-
dition, between t6th and 17th, lot sox
t65 feet, $600, hall cash.
Harrison sweet lots, Terrell's ad-
(Wilms, to lots boo each. Pp cash,
balance $50 per month.
Kentucky avenue lot pear tith at.,
$ece); $50 cash, balance $5 per month.
Lot forty feet
Investment bargain. 5 hewn, two
lots between Tenaessee sad Jones,
between loth and iith, all for Shona,
one-third cash; rent for Slop per
year. Good renting neighborhood.
North 13th street, 4-roonu. hall, era
tams
fan lpethrernoyjoe; geed Moe Place; be-
am! ho sweets.
Harrima street, monthly payment
lots between . wit and axtb, shade
trees. lets *mac Sen. $50 cash, the
balance' esiey.
aims Hinkle-vine road, os Miles
west of city limits, all in woods, woo,
taillsibled cash.
Cairo road. -Rowland town, 4-room
boom forty-foot lot, $1,00o, $iso cash,
helium f u.so a month.
Swish ish street. foxt65 foot lot be-
tersalt4R4am s aid ijachnou, /two
-amelbard cask
Masco nowt. 4 room home,
northwest comer feth• Joins elfy
eteetrie light Amt. Se OW Ia. $1000,
alall cosh, Woke Its per aseinth.
Nee* snit- street Iota. between
Boyd and Burnam main feet to
bolo holes to rem, way apes seat.
7-acre farm s miles from Paducah
near bleybeld mat Two-room home,
too freak IMO: Make a See Poultry 
farm; Age eadt.
Trimble street bottoi foot lot to
alley. Math side between Ninth and
Tenth. Goad hone neighborhood.
SLIM bin cask
Ikom Watts Boulevard Acidities.
Two rstory, six ohm house 'ow
lot fietiee to alley. west side of
Twenty-eighth between Watts Wasik.
vard and Jackass street. Faces
Halithes Park- Slaw cash. balance
Ps per month, 6 per teat. interest.
Fise proposition for some one need-
ing a good home oa easy monthly
payments. House new
Soap, cash. so acre *treeind.
r mile from Cairo rood on Olivet
thumb road. Small house, orchard
within wo yards of R. R. station.
It will make fine poultry farm.
Mae so west end es, foot lots on
and near Norton street. Some
ea* Same not NU size. ea cash $1p
pm year, 6 per cent. Good invest-
Merit for some one. •
$2.5oo Broadway. No 24o4. corner of
Twenty-fourth street 5 room house.
stable, 90 foot lot, Ifit000 cab, balance
CAST.
$ego Jefferson Estrect, north side
between Twenty-fourth and Twenty-
fifth. street five room house nearly
1' C W, 30 100t lot, Stone sidewalk, car
line. One-third cash.
Sem Two room Mechanicsburg
house. Vaughan addition, near the
big mills. Rents $6o per year at SO
per cent gross.
8605. Boyd street !coins* foot to
alley north side, between Eleventh
and Twelfth, Faces Trimble street
church. Sr arise, balance easy.
Fountain+ i'venue, northwest cornet
Harrison street. 6 room house, porch,
bath,, good neighborhood, $3000. Easy
terms.
Souht Eighth:7 corner Norton.
Three boasei 'crt ' sine lot. $acioo
'moo cash! &daubs may. Pays 15 per
cent. gr OAR OU tte inirAt 'neut.
• •-Jefienon street, west end cornet
lot, 90 foot northweet corner Twenty-
second street, stork sidewalk, car
line. Park tohe in center of Jeffer-
son street. No better nighborbood
in Paducah. Fine place to build a
nice borne, $r000, one-third cash, bal.
*nee one and two yews. No better
home building lot in the city and no
one ca u make a mistake in haying it.
t••••• . , ,e• ; aitoot sovo 4.4
Whitielnie's FASHION POINTS
REAL... FROM NEW YORK
...ESTATE...
••• AlliS
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE-
PHONES &so
New York, April ea.-At this time
of year there is never much auentioni.
given to evening soma, save, of
etourse, in the bridal trousseau, and
yet it is certainly just as important
to be' attractively robed now as at
any other part of the year. Of
aerie, from now on for the next
Month or two, -there are tied orany
formai melting entertainnwile. andNo tai4 Trimbk street. 6-room a- , ad &owes can be nuide to serve, but
story house. 5o ft. lot. barn. 'die old costumes will never kook5, • e right among all the new springNo. nag North 14th. Good three- • s, and if it is a possible thineroom home, 4caft lot, $1.140. half , re ehoeild be provided at lam onecash, balance 1 year. 
'Petty new dinner trek.
' If one would heak, Oar wring-like
new French dinner wank of tin-
ting per:to:41 taco was; over a OLOS
jeJeabosa. alitittglill be 
-MKT-
°natty . , fa dif workmarwhip Mystic Shrine aria Getarn*0410 Mid the laces. so handsome
t such *a dress is quite appropriate tis Brethren, April asth toor even a formai dinner at this tine.
cur; and then, of course, the illth;
k can tie worn eight through Cie tui
iiinerecr, for it can be cleauea and " 7
eshened to look always like new.
nis seems the favorite color for the LOS
'lid slip, but there are also lilacs,
blues and pale green, that are all ex-
tptiaitely pretty, tied thee, of course,
by having two or mire silk kainga
the robes may be made to look wake
new each time they are worn. The
Majority of these Lawrie comma's I
ere made in prietess, with just a see-
n of amok* lik Ibs har-li• iwny of them are mode se with
at and Mid separate, and those
lire worn with a bright colored or
fancy ribbon girdle.
For warm seadhar capes are to be
rather more patellar than the cloak.,
bat a coat with sleeves is always
more stylish
 
sad more conifortahie
until on in the saris( Thete are
many wraps of two or more long'
Moulder capes and loose &rental's5
the lower cape eating good pram-
non. and this model proem bes.the
added advantage that it cameo, possi-
bly injure the moat delicate ha of
chiffon. vall weenies coats it• Bode
to fasten well up to the throat, with
a lace or chasm collar and jabot, for
eve* if a *oft wad is worn under-
neath there is damper of told if the
wrap is imew at die neck. At this
season envie. cloaks • ogin to Vow
somewhat shorter than winter stylllo,
bat they remain very full and hem,
eo as to be together distinct honeallie
afternoon and carriage . ThegseE
empire model is still a rile,
and is seen in heavy t , such
IA Cloth and satin, as well as in ay,
the light silks and chilloas
Butterflies and "rebate' are of the
mrestere Interest to the up-to-date
girt who weirs the tarnolown collar
as faithfully as to her brothers, coma
iris and other mascalines. The differ-
ence is that hers see etalweadmid
oad that she wears with diesel an
beers a a liviirrie miler, :Vet
sort, of chi° and dassay
dune mesie of silken mantes. Re-
bus', which are the long, plaited semi
lace-trimmed seek fixings that used
to be called jabots, are shoving In Oa
ameeriele styles, that have the hal:
mut of their Parisian origin, and
diem air also skiers that me op
notch of milady's pin money theie
days.
A tashon width is making a great
headway is the- big lean 'sleeve, or,
to deeeribe it dtpereody, a bin drap-
ery about the ofsole, which an-
swers as • sleeve. It is a wonder-
fully graves& NOW* and seems al-
most universally- becoming. This
idea .4 snap* i.thwelopiohn of the
skoulder drapery welch has been in
yaw al velerfor. It has now grown
IMMO Inflobt and is pushed farth-
er of tae ii
A new ides an feather faro bat
been recently introduced. The fea-
thers May be Cotple's feathers, phew-
mac birds or gayer pinmaae or
the quid eigeos, and the sticks oi
tortoise shell. When the fan is dot-
ed, the head of the bird ornaments
the first stick, and when npen, it is
on one side. Those who like such a
use of birds, consider this a charm-
tag 'Sect
Selma] novel kinds of mattes have
appeared this spring upon gowns de-
signed for younger women. One of
these ribbon garnitures, made of
Ole tassels Millen, iron& the forked
Point, of the witifellnertair effect in-
to which the Mb were divided. An-
other sash made for a charming bis-
tat colored mitteme, was likewise
of moire TIMM, hi Sib case plain
black, tied with a high bow at the
back, the hems bean finished with
Moto. Still another was wide of
delicate china ribbon, having an ex-
quisitely variegated triage harmon-
izing with the floret colors of the
sash.
Most attractive among' the new
slat materials'are the striped seraes
in both fine and heavy weaves. The
white gorge suit which enjoyed each'
a vogue ht summer, will be Mete
than ever popular, and in addition
many interesting stripes are Shown.
One of these, which it particularly
cool-looking, in of it very heavy
white serge and has a qoarter of an
loch broken stripes in warns gray at
intervals of Oat/ an inch apart. 'An-
other very fine white serge has al-
ternate half-inch stripes of navy blue
and grai; between %Site spaces of
equal length. Flei.lines in red on a
waft., greond are in favor e more
EXCURSION
BULLETIN
THE FOLLOWING RE-
DUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Bap-
May
round trip $6o.sci, limit
;rat.
ANOaS CALIFO RN IA
Eclectic MAW Assoc:hides.
Jane Ilth to *5th, limit August
wet; round trip Mo.so.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April nth to November 3oett-15
days-403.7s. Coach excursions
on special dates-Siam awry
Tuesday, limit to days.
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE.
May wh-Specisi seamsien
leaves Paducah Union Depot
ply s. ea Round trip Woo
Good returning special train leav-
ing Memphis May 5th. 7 ripp m
FOR FURTHER PAR-
TICULARS APPLY, TO
J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
Pdth and Broadway.
R. K Prather
Agent Union Depot.
I,
Y RUY HAND-ME-
DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
Yee 111I GET REAL TAILOR-
NA* IMPEL MADE HERE
AT NOME, EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO
FIT FOR 125 AND UP,
HAMELIN
THE TAILOR
Palmer House
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
Phones: Office 870; Res. 272
PADUCAH, KY.
soesninwe so close a. to look al-
most hire the old-fashioned mint
stick, again a half inch and more
apart. Often two or three differero
caters are harmostiouilif combined.
while black and white in every coo•
ceivable width of stripe and spectra;
are much used.
Buttons used purely to give em-
phasis to the design of the gown
or its gagnitures are in great vogue.
ind simuiseed buttes-Mks of nar-
rows aiffeldi of cords are a meal
werieliaideeiant of these. Crochet
%biome of silk and ham are ex-
tremely mart, and are to be had ic.
colorings to harmonize with. all the
newest shades of the seasoa. They
can also be made tip to pedal order,
thettoth thi ire, of course, more ex-
pensive
4
Ag
_•
• 3.1'
1,*
1
A DRUG STORE
"TT•H 43c BROADWAY.
SPECIAL FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
87c
SALE.
FOR YOUR CHOICE OF 1,000 SAMPLE
'I he Famous St.so to S3.00 "WOSTENHOLM," 1. X. L." "PIPE,"
"ERN" and other famous makes—choice of them all tomorrow
and Saturday  Etyc
Each and every one absolutely guaranteed Name as if you paid the
regular prices of $1 50 to $3.00.. Don't mit.. it.
1R,
During this Bye sale, our Razor Expert, Mr Roberts, will hone
your old, razor free, making it good as new. Bring it in early as
yos ditt.
A sew Razor, sharpened ready for use, worth $t.so to &pm, for
87c. It's a wonder, sure enough, and hadn't you better buy a half
dozen or so?
Sale at dein store,
Fourth and Broadway See Window Display
::::121201:132:313131:13123:12ttit
tz POPULAR WANTS. 81
otuaituieuttststuunsettutt
FOR SALE—First class coal burn-
ing cook range. Ring As.
FOR RENT—Elegant Sam See
teals and Broadway. Apply to B. Li
Scott
FOR SALE—Infant's complete
I.,- VI tfit. Address "Infant,' this
office.
FOR SALE OR RENT—Residence
corner Twenty-first and Broadway.
Amity to Dr. W. J. Baas.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dreasmakiag at 716 Jet-
. ferson street Old 'New saes.
FOR RENT—Eight-room house,
corner Ninth and Clark. Will be va-
cant after May fat. Old phone
WANTED—Bilious people to use
Sonle's Liver Capsules R. W.
WALKER, CO, Fifth and Broad-
Way.
Have you thought about buying a
typewriter. The Visible Fox is the
newest, most durable and the best.
See Jap Toner. yoy Kentucky aye-
ant. Call phone 6ap.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. ARMY—
Abk-botied namarrie.1 men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For hibernation
aeply to Recruiting Nicer, New
Richmond House, Paduralt,i(y. .
a
WANTED— Traveling :tale woe n
accostoeted working country tsarle.
Territory your vicinity: established
house, tire opportianity to right man.
Must be able to Mart at once. Re-
plies confidential. State age, experi-
ence, lines bandied Box 555. Chica-
go. •
1Y A N TED— Energetic man to tray..
cl for manufacturer. Staple line.
Moderate salary to begin. Advance-
ment later: expenses advanced. Will-
hlgoess more essential than experi-
ience Smith, Manager, 16,a Wet*,
worth, C •
W \NT 
--Intelligent man, trav-
eling position, $20.00 per week
straight galaxy in start. expertses ad-
vanced. reference and bond required.
Old establildied he. McBrady St
CMcago:
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit honks by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHLTI D SMITH, Room No.
Tribeheert Bullring, 524 Broadway.
1314 *bow mi-er.
0
YOUNG WOMAN
RELATED HERE
MRS. ETT I E FLORENCE RU-
DOLPH PASSED AWAY AT
BARDWELL.
Fulieral Services Over Remains of
fienerva H. B. Lyon Will Not Or-
e cur Until This Alternotio.
hirs Eitel *RteitsiPh died
yesterday * min tide&
at the residence of her mot, Mrs.
Eames Sniffers. of Bardwell. Ky., and
the funeral services will occur this
afternoon at a o'clock at the Love-
lacevilk cemetery.
The deceased was the widow of
the late I. F. W, Rsdolph who
died one year ago at Tootawa, Ok-
lahoma. and was a very prominent
TWENTY-FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY
REV. J. E. DIGEL CELEBRATED
THE EVENT AT WASSIL-
LION, OHIO.
Members of the German Evangelical
Church of This City Sent Hand-
some Loving Cl).
ker. J. E. Digel, formerly of this
city, but now ot MnPsillitnai Ohio,
last Monday caleitsritred the. twenty-
fifth anniversary of Ms oilhlisterial
career, and the affair is shown by
the newspapers of that city to lame
been a glorious event. The congre-
gation there had it in charge, it be-
ing a public celebration, and a very
handsome program was cried out.
.Are a token of friendship, love and
esteem, the members. of Ste German
Evangelical church of this city sent
Digel a heroism.* engraved
gold lowing cup for the occasion It
was a very beautiful and Wetly pres-
ent
Rev. Digel was adatifeill to the
midistryt tweentyilfive pets age re
this city, his first charge being the
Evaogelical congregation of South
Fiftk, where he remitted for thirteen
years Twelve years ago be vent tke
Ma•sillion and has been legated there
ever Meet. This is ampip evidence
of the overpowering lore for him by
hie congregation. as when 'they once
secure his services they sever give
up, he making only one *mg, in the
quartr of century..
He is a brother of Mr. Frank S.
6Dig.!, the well-known efuleeehan.
Nearly everybody is reading
"Lights and Shadows." written to a
Fader-Amt. Price sec.
ACCEPTANCE OF
THE DELEGATES
THE FARMERS' UNION REPRE-
SENTATIVES BE WI&
CRIVED.
The Unions Rupect to Corry Orreral
Handred People is Cabal Toes?
on Their Encundim.
Tles Farriers' Grim" delegates will
be accepted into the Central Labor
body at nest Thursday evening's
gathering of the latter body at the
ball on North Fourth ateeet The
farmers organised heir Asian this
winter with several hoodfith members
and two weeks ago seat be their petit-
1,01 to affiliate with Combl body,
which accepted them, and responded
ENGINES, BOLLS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for building': Machinery and &diem Re-
paired; Mill and Steansbost Supplies.; Heavy Seem Hadenar
Forgiogs; New Work Our Specialty; Seamed Raid Mackbary
Bought mid Sold. Artists for Machisery mid Gas Eaglines.
Works Salesroom and 011ice First mod Kentucky avenue.
JACKSON FOUNDRY lib MACHINE CO.
physician oho moved from this sec-
tion to the West four years ago.
Mts. Rudolph was horn Jelly 2o.
ellyt in Ballard county, and made that
section her home nearly all her life.
She was o mast lovable and highly
esteemed Christian lady with many
Paducah friends. 
•She la survived by one child, a
t t-year-old girl, and one brother,
Rev. j. 0. Burroughs, of Wleittler,
besides a large number of other
relatives.
She Was a niece of Mr. B.
street. the coal merchant,
tet1,cr c.Junections here.
and had
S. (Nee- 1
RECRUIT ACCEPTED.
Captain William Reed Received Ken
end Returned to Evansville.
Captain William Reed of the re-
cruiting department arrived yesterday
from Evansville and accepted Thom-
W. Simmons, of Grand Riven,
who was enlisted by Sergeant Blake
at the branch recruiting station here,
the recruit being sent to Jefferson
Barracks, near St. Louis, for assige-
merle to the infantry service in the
Phlippinc ialanda.
Gapain Reed returned to F vans-
vine after accepting the recruit
Funeral This Afternoon.
Word from Eddyville yesterday
was that the funeral over the re-
mains of the late Genertal H. S.
Lyon had been postponed Wont to
o'clock this tnorning to 3:3o o'clock
this afternoon on accdunt of his son,
1 Capt. Frank Lyon. of the UnitedStates navy. being, unable to reachhome mftil the aften,r 111 hour.
boillinictiog the farmers te tbc.r
41tierfatcs to the Central bogy where
they will be accepted eforfog tire,
week's meetiog.
The lenses have ahnsedy begun
learning what gdods, vehilgs and im-
plements are made by t:;4=firms
before making their 
p1
, quite
a deal of correspondence to this ef-
fect having passed between' the tillers
a of the soil and the Paducah unionists
during the past few weeks.
Todsy's Excursion.
The organized unie,n labor 1,4,41,es
expect to carry several hundred peo-
ple to Cairo today on the evrierii.n
that will be run to that city .11-w-,1r,1
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Gems In Spring
Suits
It's dressing up time again. Old Winter has re-
ceived his death blow and Easter is not far ott
Welcome Spr•ng with a glad smile and a new Suit.
Fashion demands many changes with the new sea-
son.
Last Spring's Clothes are now out of date.
The wider and longer lapel, the clinging tack—
with the slightest suggestion of the "comet fitel-.ang
a full skirt are some of the distincticess istiersent
the new and old.
Every Kink and
Turn of Fashion
has been honor od I nthe making of our Spring. BUita.
Single and Double Breasted Cuts
$10, $12.59 $15 up to $22.50
Well give you your mind's worth and your enemy%
worth
THE ONLY CLOTHING STORE
THAT CARRIES THI
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
BROADWAY
Di.stsf RGER.5
CPAPJ.JR 
LEArDERH„Ni..
•
323
BROADWAY
5111w.
0-4.4
•••••••
the headroom demaer 3. S. OW d.-
parts at 9 o'clock this seorahres sad
returning, arrives toughs at 12
o'clock.
SMALL BLAZE.
Rumba; Leaves Ignited the Fitzhugh
nova ea Week Illreedirow.
The fire departments were eglled
is Tesestrieordi end Ilreeffey lees
evesdier at 6 Ali& a mod ilre %-
sides the leaves of the boom of MT.
Pleskallk chiefdom a very small lops.
Sem* boys let afire some leaves that
ignited the roof.
Have yogi' reed "Lights and Shad-
ows.- a boat by a Palmahant
ADVERTISE IX TUE EIBOISTIIII
AND GET IPSISULTS,
SICRETARY TAT!' TAIJLS. .1
Addresses GatIserieg el Yale Gradu-
ate, an Cincumen.
Clarinetist, 0., April to.-0.1. thou.
said ;redoubt's. el Pale assiversity,
the Wessman Aammistion
of aria. pieborall Ostimad
seder tn Anew segionhasis end to
=
heft praise* of disk den reef.
motione of Ile assepoietless
siert he% both tooth1011 sod Air-
at 'the Hotel Nam Tel**
the memillute closes with the 'aimed
bangiet,which promises to be • am-
table swat Secretary of %VW Taft,
a. prosilleot of the sosooistfolt. 11141
act as leastramear. Preside* Molie
ley of Yale. Frederick Niles of &-
Louie sad other speaker, will be
heard.
Among the visitors are represent-
alms of the Vale
o
St- Laid*. isesee
'srt. Co.__
ohs and St Slat
Puha ia Ching%
LastAmilla.
Dotood. Deo- •
litinseep-
Inspect (Ass ismer/ Is thee
hey those 35 blesehankellorg ble hie$5,,.. Lots Relines Ise Swop
Welt right Now W W. )avos. Trim-
hart bedding
moon smaisos
rot imerr--a•kit, Bppediet Iffrate
I. ff. LONG. jlibr.. Himont
Springs, Taw
••
U peer teusueil pee to sot slim
faseery it le hems, h bet a Puebla
The Parlor is Onsignsead. Per
by DIAMOND STAMP WORM'
Bresestoy.
Three Great Novels
For Summer Readin
GRAHAM OF CLAVER
HOUSE. by Ian Machine, anderg
of "Beside the Nei bier
Book" This in a chutming Idater-
ical remence ot k,Millifigis nod
adventure bf a ntaster beeiL
CALE& CONOVER. R A I L-
ROAMER. by A. P. Terbium. Be-
- gungies this is the greatest
pditioei written in peers. A
Brillant and tingling story of the
"iesside work its peaks.
LATTER DAY SWEET-
HEARTS, by M. DIMINO -Herri.
son. This is one hook writes,
with such comummeis eldli diet
the imarent itsismined keen the
Bret to the het pogo.
THIBE BOOKS ASS 04 THE $/.3o STYLE OF BIFIDING. ILLUSTRATED IN COLORS. AND OUR
PRICE At 44
50c' mitead of $1. 5 0
WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF OTHER BOOKS AT soc EACH. ALL CAREFULLY SELECTED, WE
HAVE ALL THE LATEST Silo COPYRIGHT NOVELS AT CUT PRICES.
E. WILSO 1100K CI& my=MAN AT , HARBOUR'SDILPARTIONT STOW,
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
GENUINE. -
fRADEWATER
PHONE 254
C 0 A L E PI LEALTTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator 2nd COhio
•••
alIM•44•4.4.
